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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Sometimes, when a user fails to discover hidden information in data via traditional data analysis methods (e.g., mean-standard deviation analysis or clustering),
visualization-based analysis can enable such discovery [34]. Visualization can also
potentially present a huge amount of data to the users at once and allow the users
to explore that data (e.g., allow a user to have certain interactions with the data,
such as zooming or rotating). It can also be useful in highlighting certain important
information in the data.
If the data being visualized is a volume dataset, the visualization technique
being used is a volume visualization technique. In volume datasets, the data values
can be scalar or vector values. These values usually represent some property of the
data (e.g., temperature or density). Volume datasets are often arranged on a 3D
rectilinear grid. In 3D rectilinear grid datasets that have equal grid line spacing,
each grid cell can be considered to be a cube. 3D rectilinear grid datasets can be
produced by a computed tomography (CT) scanner, a magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) scanner, etc.

1

For datasets arranged on a 2D rectilinear uniform grid, each grid cell can be
considered to be a square. 2D rectilinear grid datasets can be produced by an x-ray
machine, a digital camera, etc.
Volume visualization applications are often interested in the location (or locations) of an object of interest or a phenomenon in volume datasets (similarly, image
processing applications are often interested in such a location in images). For example, one application is finding the boundary of an object or phenomenon, such as the
boundary of a tumor in a medical imaging dataset or the boundary of a hurricane in a
satellite image. Such a found boundary is often referred to as a recovered boundary of
an object or phenomenon. If the actual boundary has a distinguishing shape feature,
for example a sharp corner, the presence of such a feature in the recovered boundary
may be desired. If a volume visualization or image processing technique includes a
component specifically focused on recovering features of an object or phenomenon,
this technique can be referred to as a feature highlighting technique. The research
work I present in this dissertation focuses on techniques that include a feature highlighting component in images and volume datasets.

1.1

Volume Visualization

The goal of volume visualization is to allow a human to extract meaningful
information from volume datasets using interactive graphics [31]. The interactive
graphics images a volume visualization technique generates are often called renderings. Volume visualization renderings can be produced in various ways, most of
which fall into one of two categories: direct volume rendering [9] or indirect volume
2

rendering. The key difference between these two categories is whether any intermediate primitives (e.g., polygons) are produced. Direct volume renderings normally
don’t produce any intermediate geometric primitives while indirect volume rendering
produces certain intermediate geometric primitives before rendering them.

1.1.1

Direct Volume Rendering
There are many direct volume rendering approaches, such as splatting [64],

texture-based methods [67], and volume ray casting (sometimes also referred to as
ray casting or volume ray tracing [38]). Volume ray casting is distinct from the ray
tracing algorithm [65] used in graphics. These approaches usually find a color value
for each pixel in a rendering by combining or compositing values determined from the
volume dataset. They use various ways to combine or composite the data values. For
example, some of the methods first assign a color value and an opacity value to each
data point in the dataset. The color and the opacity values could be the same as the
color and the opacity of an object in real world (e.g., in a medical imaging rendering,
bones are usually rendered with a color close to white and a low opacity), or they can
be different from the real properties (e.g., a rendering might render critical values of
the data in a different color to highlight them). Then, those methods composite the
colors and opacity values to determine the colors of the pixels in the rendering.
Here, we describe how the volume ray casting approach typically operates.
In volume ray casting, for every pixel in the rendering, a ray is cast into the space
containing the volume dataset. The approach then uniformly samples the data values
along each ray. If the location of a sample point on the ray is at a data point in the
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dataset, that data point’s value is taken as the value for that sample point. We will
call that value the sampled value. If the location of a sample point on the ray is not
at a data point, the sampled value is determined by interpolating the data values at
the corners of the grid cell containing the sample point location. A color value at
a sample point is usually determined by four factors, including the sampled value,
the gradient at that sample point and the locations and colors of one or more light
sources. Then, the color values along each ray are composited into a single color value
for the pixel from where that ray was cast. Once the final color values for all pixels
have been determined, the rendering is complete and can be displayed.
Figure 1.1 shows an example of one ray (the golden line) being cast from a
pixel in the image plane (the blue line) into a 2D grid dataset (the black grid). The
data points of this dataset are the black (filled) vertices. The sampling locations are
shown as filled golden circles. At each of the filled golden circle locations, a color
value is determined. These values are composited into a single color value, which is
assigned to the pixel associated with the cast ray.

1.1.2

Indirect Volume Rendering
As opposed to direct volume rendering, indirect volume rendering techniques

do not render the data values directly. They visualize the data by producing and
rendering certain intermediate elements (e.g., triangles).
Most intermediate elements are geometric shapes (usually ones that are easy to
generate and render by computer). The most commonly used geometric element for
indirect volume rendering techniques is probably a triangular facet. Indirect rendering
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Figure 1.1: Ray Casting Through Gridded Data

can also be used in visualizing image data, like 2D grid datasets. In those datasets,
a line segment is a commonly used element.
Isosurfacing is one common indirect volume rendering technique. Isosurfacing
algorithms produce a 3D isocontour called an isosurface from the data. An isosurface
is a collection of locations in data space that have the same scalar value α. The value
α is usually called the isovalue.
One well-known and widely used isosurfacing technique is the Marching Cubes
algorithm (MC) developed by Lorensen and Cline [39]. The MC algorithm takes a
3D rectilinear scalar dataset as its input and processes one grid cell in the data at a
time. It produces a set of triangular facets to approximate the isosurface.
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Figure 1.2: An Example of MS Recovering a Sharp Corner as Chamfered

The 2D analog of MC is called the Marching Squares (MS) [12,40]. MS takes
a 2D rectilinear scalar dataset as its input and produces a collection of line segments
approximating a 2D isocontour.
Details of MC and MS are described in Chapter 2.
Both MC and MS have limitations. Some of the limitations are similar. For
example, both algorithms could have the problem where they do not always recover
certain boundary shape features accurately. Figure 1.2 shows an example of such
a phenomenon. In this figure, the actual boundary in the cell has a corner feature
(shown in red inside the cell on the left). However, when MS recovers the isocontour,
it produces a straight line inside the cell (shown in green inside the cell on the right).
The straight line does not approximate the corner feature well.
Other examples of features that tend to be recovered by MC or MS inaccurately include smooth, curvy boundaries and small volumes or areas enclosed by the
isocontour.
A number of extensions have been developed to overcome certain limitations
in MC [43]. These extensions are described in detail in Chapter 2.
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Analogs of some (but not all) of these extensions exist for MS. This dissertation
introduces three new extensions to MS that allow better isocontour recovery, where
one of them is a brand new approach and the other two are analogs of existing
MC extensions. The three extensions are: (1) the Sharp Corner Sensitive Marching
Squares [20] that allows producing an isocontour with sharper corners, (2) the Dual
Marching Squares [21] that allows producing a smoother isocontour, and (3) the Fine
Feature Sensitive Marching Squares that allows producing an isocontour that betterencloses thin, narrow areas. These extensions are described in detail in Chapters 3,
4 and 5.

1.2

Visualizing Motion

Motion is a perceptually salient visual feature [26] since it can show the
change of the position of an object or a phenomenon over time. Many users are
interested in such change over time in data, therefore visualization techniques that
can highlight motion can be useful in data exploration and analysis. Unfortunately,
standard isocontouring by itself cannot highlight motion, though. There are many
existing motion visualization techniques, though, most of which fall into one of two
categories: dynamic motion visualization or static motion visualization [63].
Dynamic motion visualization usually involves sequentially displaying a series
of images to the users. If the series of images are being sequentially displayed at a
high frequency (e.g., 24 or more images per second), users usually perceive continuous
motion of any item in the images whose position changes due to the persistence
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of vision [4]. An example of a dynamic motion visualization is a video showing
movement over time of an object in a time-series dataset.
While dynamic motion visualization may seem intuitive, it has some limitations. One of the limitations, for example, is called the wagon-wheel effect [63].
This effect is named after the perception of the clock-wise rotation of a wagon-wheel
being incorrectly perceived as a counter clock-wise rotation. Such an effect of counter
clock-wise perception of clock-wise motion occurs in dynamic motion visualization
when the images are displayed at a high frequency.
A second limitation is that a dynamic motion visualization often requires many
images, so it can take a lot of storage space to store them. If such visualization needs
to be transferred from one computer to another, that can be time consuming, too,
due to the size.
Another limitation of dynamic motion visualization is that in order to comprehend certain aspects of motion, watching the entire sequence may be required.
Watching the whole sequence can take time.
Static motion visualization, on the other hand, visualizes motion using a still
image (which is much easier to store and transfer). Figure 1.3 is an example of
an award-winning static motion visualization by Matthieu Chavent [10] that visualizes the collective lipid (substances such as fat) motions in a model vesicle (a small
structure in cells that is between two layers formed by lipids).
One of the common static motion visualization techniques is multiple stroboscope (also referred as multiple images) [18]. This technique involves assembling
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Figure 1.3: Visualization of Collective Lipid Motions in a Model Vesicle (Image by
Chavent [10])

multiple drawings of the object or phenomenon of interest in one image. Each drawing
illustrates a state the object or phenomenon of interest is in (i.e., its spatial location).
An example of a multiple stroboscopic visualization from Joshi et al.

[27]

is shown in Figure 1.4. In this figure, multiple drawings of hurricane contours are
shown, where each drawing of the hurricane is at a different location. The shapes of
the hurricane in each drawing also vary.
Using a collection of line strokes to represent the motion is another static
motion visualization technique [60]. That technique is often used to visualize flowing
fluid in visualization of computational fluid dynamics datasets. While applying this
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Figure 1.4: Multiple Stroboscopic Visualization: An Example (Image by Joshi et
al. [27])

technique, the line strokes sometimes are drawn as arrows to show the directions of
the fluid flow. The length, shape, color or arrangement of these line strokes can be
uniform, or they can vary [37]. Examples of such varying line strokes styles are shown
in Figure 1.5. This visualization technique is sometimes referred to as producing a
needle map.
A drawing technique similar to the needle map has been used by manga artists
to show motions. This technique is called speedlines (sometimes also referred to
as motion lines, movement lines, or action lines). Speedlines present motion as a
collection of lines. These lines can show the direction and velocity of movements and
sometimes show even the emotions of a character. Using speedlines can be considered
as a static motion visualization technique.
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Figure 1.5: Visualizing Fluid Flow with line strokes (Image by Laidlaw [37])

An example of the speedlines in the manga comic “Smash!” is shown in
Figure 1.6 where two players are engaged in an intense badminton game. In this
figure, there are four sets of speedlines. The first set follows the movement of the
badminton shuttle cock. The second set follows the movement of the right arm of
the player in the front. The speedlines in this set have blurred the actual contour
of the right arm, which indicates that this arm is moving at a very high speed. The
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Figure 1.6: Speedlines in Manga (Image by Saki Kaori [30])

third set follows the movement of the racquet of the player in the front. The fourth
set (the ones around the edge of the image) emphasizes the high tension between the
players in the scene. Overall, these speedlines in this figure highlight the motion and
the high tension in the scene.
Inspired by speedlines’ capability of highlighting motion in static visualization,
one focus of this dissertation is a novel speedline generation technique that mimicks
the speedline style of Osamu Tezuka. The details of this technique are described in
Chapter 6.
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1.3

Organization

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the literature related to MC, MS, and motion visualization and describes these visualization schemes,
their limitations, and existing extensions in detail. Chapters 3 to 6 introduce four
new feature highlighting techniques developed in the dissertation research. First,
in Chapter 3 Sharp Corner Feature Sensitive Marching Squares, which highlights
sharp corners in recovered contours, is described. Then, Chapter 4 describes Dual
Marching Squares, which highlights curved contour features. Chapter 5 describes
Fine Feature Sensitive Marching Squares, which highlights fine features enclosed by
contours. Finally, Chapter 6 describes speedlines, which highlights the motion. Experiment results and analyses of these techniques are also included in these chapters.
Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation and discusses possible future work.
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CHAPTER 2

RELATED WORK

In this chapter, background is discussed. The chapter has three areas of focus.
First, the original Marching Cubes algorithm is described in detail, with its extensions
and limitations. Also described in detail is the Marching Squares algorithm. Lastly,
we describe the use and technique of speedlines in comics and cartoons.

2.1

The Original Marching Cubes Algorithm

The Marching Cubes (MC) algorithm was proposed by Lorensen and Cline
[39] in 1987. It is a very popular isosurfacing method. It takes a 3D rectilinear
scalar dataset as its input (where the data space consists of cuboid grid cells with
data points located at the cells’ vertices). It produces an isosurface consisting of the
locations in the data where a particular scalar value (usually referred as an isovalue),
α, is achieved. The isosurface it produces is a collection of triangular facets.
Variant algorithms that use other shapes of facets, for example, quads [45]
and spline patches [57, 19, 43], have also been described in the literature. Isosurfaces
formed by non-triangular facets sometimes better approximate the actual boundary
of the object or phenomenon in the data.
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Figure 2.1: The labelling of the corners in a grid cell by original MC

MC sequentially visits (it “marches” through) the cuboid grid cells (which are
called “cubes”) of the dataset, processing one grid cell at a time. In each grid cell,
MC first compares each of the data values at the grid cell corners with the isovalue, α.
If the value at a grid cell corner is greater than or equal to α, MC marks the corner
with “1.” Otherwise, MC marks it with “0.” A grid cell contains a total of eight
corners, and since each corner can be marked with a “1” or “0”, there are 28 = 256
possible combinations of markings for a grid cell. The combination of the markings
of a grid cell can be considered as a binary string M7 M6 M5 M4 M3 M2 M1 M0 , where
Mi is the marking of the ith vertex Vi in the grid cell. The original MC orders the
vertices in the grid cells as shown in Figure 2.1.
Each unique binary string of markings represents one topology of an isosurface
inside the grid cell. Such a topology is often called a case. Since there are 256 possible
binary strings, there are 256 possible cases. However, by exploiting symmetry between
different cases, the original MC algorithm combined symmetric topologies to give 15
base cases. Figure 2.2 shows the list of these 15 cases (the 15 Case List) used by the
original MC [43].
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Figure 2.2: The 15 topological cases of MC

Original case

Rotated

Mirrored

Figure 2.3: Two types of symmetry: rotation and mirroring

Figure 2.3 shows two types of symmetry the original MC exploits, rotation
symmetry and mirror symmetry. The cell on the left of this figure and the cell in
the middle are rotationally symmetric, since rotating the cell on the left about its y
(vertical) axis by 90 degrees yields the cell in the center. The cell on the right has
mirror symmetry with the one on the left, since they are mirrored about the y − z
plane (z axis is the axis that is pointing out of the page from the center of the cell).
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Once MC has determined the topological case of a grid cell, it finds the edges
of the grid cell that are intersected by the isosurface (i.e., the edges with one of the
end points with a marking “1” and the other end point with a marking “0”).
For example, if MC has determined that a grid cell is a Case 1 cell, it then
knows that three edges of the cell are intersected by the isosurface and these three
edges share a corner of that cell.
The locations of the intersections on the edges are determined by linear interpolation. MC connects intersections to form one or more triangular facets in each
intersected cell. Such a process is illustrated in Figure 2.4 for a Case 1 cell. In this
figure, the cell edges are of unit length, and the linear interpolation determined that
the isosurface intersects the cell at locations Px , Py and Pz . If the cell corner V4 is assumed to lie at the origin, (0, 0, 0), the corner coordinates of the V5 (the black/filled
circle) are (1, 0, 0), and the distances of Px , Py and Pz to V5 , are dx , dy and dz ,
respectively, where:

dx = (D5 − α)/(D5 − D4 ),

(2.1)

dy = (D5 − α)/(D5 − D7 ),

(2.2)

dz = (D5 − α)/(D5 − D1 ),

(2.3)

where Di is the data value at corner Vi . The coordinates of Px , Py and Pz are (1 − dx ,
0, 0), (1, dy , 0) and (1, 0, −dz ), respectively.
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Figure 2.4: Finding intersections in MC: linear interpolation

After the triangular facets have been produced, MC renders them using approximate isosurface normals. To find these normals, MC uses gradients as follows.
First, MC calculates the gradients at the grid cell corners (i.e., the data point locations). MC then estimates the gradients at facet vertices by linear interpolation
between the grid cell corner gradients. Finally, it interpolates the facet vertex gradients (i.e., finds the average of the three vertex gradients) to produce the approximate
normal of the facet.
For each vertex gradient, there are three vector components. These components are found using differences along the x, y and z axis directions. Here, we show
an example of calculating the difference along the x axis direction for a vertex point
P on the isosurface associated with isovalue α. We denote the gradient at P as ∇(P ),
and its three vector components as ∇(P )x , ∇(P )y and ∇(P )z (along the x axis, y
axis and z axis, respectively). In Figure 2.5, we show four grid cell corners, Vi−1 , Vi ,
Vi+1 and Vi+2 , along the x axis. P is shown here as a small, filled black circle between
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Vi and Vi+1 . Here, the x directional vector components of the gradients for vertices
Vi , Vi+1 and P are shown as red arrows.
These vector components are computed in the MC as follows. First, the vector components along the x axis for Vi and Vi+1 , denoted as ∇(Vi )x and ∇(Vi+1 )x ,
respectively, are calculated by:

∇(Vi )x = (Di+1 − Di−1 )/2

(2.4)

∇(Vi+1 )x = (Di+2 − Di )/2,

(2.5)

and

where Di is the value at Vi .
Next, the distance, dx , between point P and Vi+1 is calculated by:

dx = (Di+1 − α)/(Di+1 − Di ).

(2.6)

∇(P )x = ∇(Vi )x · dx + (1 − dx ) · ∇(Vi+1 )x .

(2.7)

∇(P )x is then given by:

The other two components (i.e., the components along the y and z axes) are
calculated in a similiar manner.
An isosurface produced by applying MC to the Lobster dataset (a CT scan
of a lobster contained inside a block of resin [51]) is shown in Figure 2.6 (isovalue:
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Figure 2.5: Calculating Gradient in MC

Figure 2.6: An isosurface produced by MC: the shell of a lobster

112). In this figure, the isosurface is rendered using gradient-based shading with a
light source positioned between the viewer and the lobster. The rendered isosurface
approximates the shell of the lobster.

2.2

Marching Cubes: Limitations and Extensions

The MC algorithm does have some limitations. There are two categories of
limitations: the correctness of the isosurface it produces and the processing speed. In
this section, we first describe the correctness limitation of MC with extensions that
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address that. Then, we describe the processing speed of MC with extensions that
address that.

2.2.1

Ambiguity
There are a few types of incorrectness in the original MC. Some of these are

related to ambiguity issues, which are discussed in this subsection.
In the original Marching Cubes algorithm there is more than one way to connect the intersections inside a grid cell for some cases in the 15 case list. MC always
uses one determined way to make connections for these cases. This phenonmenon is
referred as ambiguity [62,11]. It sometimes produces holes and gaps in the isosurface.
Next, an example of ambiguity for a Case 10 cell is considered. A Case 10
cell contains eight intersection locations, four on each of the edges on the top face
of the cell, and four on each of the edges on the bottom face of the cell. Figure 2.7
shows two possible ways to connect the intersections to form the triangle facetization
inside a Case 10 cell. The cell on the left side of the figure has four facets facing
a completely different direction than the four facets formed in the cell on the right
side of the figure. For a Case 10 cell, the original MC connects intersections the way
the cell on the left side of Figure 2.7 does. As a result, when the actual isosurface
matches the face pattern for the cell on the right side of the figure, MC produces an
incorrect isosurface.
Using the 15 base case list results in two types of ambiguity in MC: face
ambiguity and internal ambiguity [43]. Figure 2.7, for example, has face ambiguity.
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Figure 2.7: An Ambiguity in MC

Face Ambiguity
Face ambiguity occurs in the original MC when there is more than one possibility for connecting the isosurface intersections on the shared face of two adjacent
cells. If, in two adjacent cells, the isosurface in one cell intersects the shared face
differently than the isosurface in the other cell does, there is inconsistency on that
shared face. Cells with the face ambiguity have the property of a face with two corners along one of the face’s diagonals marked with “1” and two other corners marked
with “0.” The Figure 2.7 cell has face ambiguity due to the top and bottom faces
having this property.
Another example of face ambiguity is shown in Figure 2.8. In this figure, the
face shared by the two cells has that face ambiguity property. The dotted red and
dotted green lines show two possible ways the isosurfaces inside each cell intersect the
shared face.
Such inconsistency in the connections on a shared face creates “holes” (gaps
in the isosurface at the shared face) in the produced isosurface.
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Figure 2.8: Face Ambiguity in MC

There are several ways to avoid isosurface “holes” existing where there is face
ambiguity. One way is to revise MC in a way that it exploits only rotational symmetry
among cell topologies. For example, Nielson [44] has introduced a modified MC with
a 23 topological base case list (23 Case List) that only uses rotational symmetry.
The 23 topological base case list is shown in Figure 2.9. In this figure, all ambiguous
faces are defined consistently among all topological cases, so there is only one way for
isosurfaces in adjacent cells to intersect the shared face.
The modified MC work of Nielson [44] (“MC23”) considered all possible rotational symmetries for each of the 23 case topologies. That work also showed two
look-up tables that determine the case number and rotational configuration of each
cell. The first look-up table is the Case Configuration Table (shown here in Table
2.1). The second look-up table is the Rotation Configuration Table (shown here in
Table 2.2). (These tables are described later in this section.)
MC based on the 23 Case List first determines the case number and the rotation configuration of a cell by taking its binary code M7 M6 M5 M4 M3 M2 M1 M0 (as
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Figure 2.9: 23 Case Topologies (Rotational Symmetry Only)

described in Section 2.1) and dividing it into two parts: the msb (most significant
bits) part, M7 M6 M5 M4 , and the lsb (least significant bits) part, M3 M2 M1 M0 . For
example, a cell with binary code 00000001 has an msb part of 0000 and an lsb part
of 0001.
Next, using these msb and lsb parts, this revised MC obtains a rotation index
and a case configuration number from Table 2.1. The table entries are in the form
e1 : e2 , where e1 is the msb part and e2 is the lsb part. For example, a cell with binary
code 00000001 (i.e., the code has an msb part of 0000 and an lsb part of 0001) has
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msb—lsb
0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111

0000
0:0
0:1
6:1
0:2
1:1
7:2
7:3
12:5
8:1
0:3
9:2
1:5
1:2
11:5
10:5
1:8

0001
3:1
4:2
3:3
5:5
4:3
18:5
8:7
1:9
3:4
4:6
12:6
1:14
8:6
12:11
10:12
3:17

0010
5:1
20:3
6:2
4:5
1:4
7:6
21:6
1:11
12:3
3:7
22:5
5:9
1:6
11:12
10:14
17:17

0011
3:2
6:5
0:5
0:8
5:6
6:14
0:12
13:17
3:6
6:12
4:11
8:17
7:10
2:16
16:16
2:20

0100
2:1
10:3
2:4
11:6
13:2
19:5
18:6
12:14
18:3
4:7
9:6
1:12
14:5
2:9
2:11
15:17

0101
15:2
7:5
15:6
6:11
20:5
7:8
20:12
9:17
19:6
7:12
2:10
17:16
14:14
23:17
22:16
17:20

0110
2:3
11:7
6:6
4:12
13:6
19:12
1:10
23:16
1:7
0:13
22:12
5:15
14:12
2:15
20:16
19:19

0111
16:5
0:9
0:14
2:17
7:11
21:17
14:16
14:20
16:12
0:15
10:16
1:19
0:16
6:19
0:18
14:21

1000
14:1
0:4
6:3
0:6
1:3
10:6
0:7
12:12
14:2
14:6
21:5
10:11
2:5
2:14
11:9
16:17

1001
19:3
20:6
2:7
5:12
5:7
18:12
1:13
1:15
23:6
3:10
21:12
13:16
2:12
6:16
11:15
2:19

1010
17:2
22:6
23:5
4:14
17:6
0:10
23:12
19:16
9:5
9:12
9:8
20:17
13:11
15:16
7:17
15:20

1011
15:5
0:11
4:9
14:17
15:12
9:16
4:15
18:19
9:14
18:16
19:17
13:20
11:16
2:18
10:19
2:21

1100
2:2
16:6
2:6
9:10
8:5
14:11
8:12
3:16
13:5
13:12
13:14
5:16
2:8
0:17
6:17
3:20

1101
17:5
7:14
17:12
1:16
3:9
22:17
3:15
12:19
3:11
21:16
7:16
1:18
4:17
6:20
20:19
5:21

1110
3:5
3:12
9:11
8:16
3:14
12:16
4:16
3:18
8:9
8:15
18:17
4:19
5:17
3:19
4:20
3:21

1111
3:8
10:17
11:17
1:20
1:17
9:20
0:19
8:21
12:17
7:19
7:20
1:21
0:20
6:21
0:21
0:22

Table 2.1: Case Configuration Look-up Table for MC23

a rotation index of 3 and a case configuration number of 1 (i.e., this cell is a Case 1
cell).
Then, it uses the Rotation Configuration Table (i.e., Table 2.2) for this cell to
find the rotation configuration from the rotation index. In this table, each rotation
index has an associated vertex rotation sequence, which consist of eight vertex indices.
These rotation sequences are used to determine exactly to where a cell’s vertex should
be rotated. For example, a cell with a rotation index of 1, as specified by the Case
Configuration Table, has a rotation configuration “3 2 7 6 1 0 5 4” (with the original
sequence of “7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0”), which means that when MC23 recovers the isosurface
inside this cell, it treats the vertex in the V3 position as the vertex in the V7 position
of the original MC ordering (shown in Figure 2.1). It also treats the vertex in the V2
position as the vertex in the V6 position of the original MC ordering, and so forth.
The facets MC23 recovers inside the cell will have the topology of the determined
case as well.
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Index
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

7
7
3
1
5
6
2
3
5
4
6
2
0

6
6
2
0
4
2
3
7
7
5
4
0
1

5
5
7
3
1
4
0
1
4
6
7
6
4

4
4
6
2
0
0
1
5
6
7
5
4
5

3
3
1
5
7
7
6
2
1
0
2
3
2

2
2
0
4
6
3
7
6
3
1
0
1
3

1
1
5
7
3
5
4
0
0
2
3
7
6

0
0
4
6
2
1
5
4
2
3
1
5
7

Index
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

7
1
0
5
4
6
7
7
3
1
4
0
2

6
3
4
1
6
7
5
3
1
5
0
2
6

5
5
2
7
0
2
3
6
2
0
5
1
3

4
7
6
3
2
3
1
2
0
4
1
3
7

3
0
1
4
5
4
6
5
7
3
6
4
0

2
2
5
0
7
5
4
1
5
7
2
6
4

1
4
3
6
1
0
2
4
6
2
7
5
1

0
6
7
2
3
1
0
0
4
6
3
7
5

Table 2.2: Rotation Configuration Look-up Table for MC23

Last, the facets described by MC23’s 23 case topologies are produced for the
cell.
Another way to resolve face ambiguity is by using the Asymptotic Decider
(AD) method [46]. The AD method considers the bilinear interpolant of the data
values at the grid cell corners of ambiguous faces of cells. (For cells that do not have
ambiguous faces, AD is not applied to them, instead they are processed the same
way done in the original MC.) The bilinear interpolant intersects the ambiguous face
as a hyperbola with two branches. AD finds the location where the hyperbola’s
asymptotes intersect and calculates the data value at that location by interpolation.
It then compares this value to the isovalue. Figure 2.10 shows two ways to connect
the intersections (marked as blue crosses on the edges) of an ambiguous face, where
one of the ways is shown in solid red and the other is shown in dashed green. If the
value at the intersection of the asymptotes is greater than the isovalue, AD connects
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Figure 2.10: Face Ambiguity and Asymptotic Decider

the intersections like the solid red lines do. Otherwise, it connects the intersections
like the dashed green lines do. For each shared face, AD chooses only one consistent
way to connect the intersections on its edges, thus eliminating the face ambiguity.
The authors of AD, Nielson and Hamaan, have identified five cases (Cases 3,
6, 7, 10, and 12) in the original MC that contain ambiguous faces and enumerated
all possible ways to connect the intersections of each ambiguous case. Each possible
way to connect the intersections of a case is called a subcase of that case. With
these subcases and the guidance of AD, Neilson and Hamaan were able to develop a
modified MC that produces isosurfaces without face ambiguity.
In Figure 2.11, we show a list of subcases for a Case 10 cell. The Case 10 cell
has face ambiguity on its top and bottom faces (as previously shown in Figure 2.7)
and it has four subcases. The subcases are labelled 10a - 10d. Subcase 10a is what
the original MC uses when it encounters a Case 10 cell.
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Figure 2.11: The Subcases of a Case 10 Cell

Figure 2.12: Internal Ambiguity in MC

Internal ambiguity
Internal ambiguity occurs in the original MC when there is no presence of
face ambiguity but there are two ways to connect the intersections inside a cell. An
example of internal ambiguity is shown in Figure 2.12. There are two Case 4 cells
in the figure. Even though both cells have the same topology, the isosurface inside
the cell can either be constructed as disconnected (left), or connected (right). The
original MC always constructs the isosurface inside the cell one way, and sometimes it
produces an incorrect isosurface (e.g., it forms a disconnected isosurface as connected).
The internal ambiguity of the original MC can be resolved by introducing
subcases for the ambiguous cases of the original MC [44]. It can also be resolved
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by considering connectedness using the trilinear interpolant of the data values in
the cell since the trilinear interpolant is often considered to reasonably model the
underlying data in the cell [11]. The trilinear interpolant is a hyperboloid, and
the isosurface inside the cell follows the same connectedness as the hyperboloid. If
the hyperboloid has two sheets (i.e., is disconnected), that indicates that the facets
inside the cell should form two sheets (i.e., be disconnected) as well. Otherwise, the
hyperboloid indicates that the facets inside that cell are connected. MC then connects
the isosurface facets inside that cell the same way as the hyperboloid is connected or
disconnected in the cell.
The internal ambiguity can also be resolved by dividing the grid cells into
tetrahedra, since for each intersected tetrahedal cell, there can only be one facet
inside that cell. The Marching Tetrahedra (MT) method for isosurfacing, for example,
follows this approach. In MT, there are fewer topological cases than in MC, and none
of these cases have ambiguity. Figure 2.13 shows MT’s four topological cases. In this
figure, each case includes one tetrahedral cell that has four cell vertices (i.e., locations
of data points). The cell vertices that have a value above isovalue are marked as filled,
black circles, and the cell vertices that have a value equal to or below the isovalue are
marked as hollow, white circles. Isosurface facets in the cells are outlined in red.
There are several ways to form the tetrahedra on a rectilinear grid [47]. One
way is to divide each rectilinear grid cell such that the vertices of the tetrahedra are
at the data locations. An example of dividing cells this way is Guéziec and Hummel’s
method [24]. This method divides each grid cell into five tetrahedra. Another way
is to interpolate data values at certain locations between rectilinear grid cell vertices
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Figure 2.13: Topological Cases in MT

and then form tetrahedra whose vertices are at these (new) locations and the grid cell
vertex locations. Treece et al.’s [59] method is an example of interpolating data values
to form tetrahedra. There are multiple possible locations for the (new) vertices for
tetrahedra. One scheme to add them, for example, is to add 6 interpolated locations
at one unit length away from the center of each face of the rectilinear grid cell. That
scheme creates 12 tetrahedra for each rectilinear grid cell.
After the tetrahedra grid cells are formed, MT proceeds similarly to MC: MT
marches through the tetrahedral cells and processes one at a time to produce the
triangular facets of the isosurface.
MT does sometimes produce more triangular facets than MC. With its higher
facet count and its additional processing (i.e., it has to form the tetrahedra cells),
MT is slower than MC. It trades off performance speed for isosurface consistency.
Another method to resolve the internal ambiguity is called Dividing Cubes
(DV) [13]. This method subdivides the rectilinear grid cells that are intersected by
the isosurface into smaller cubes. These smaller cubes must be small enough such
that the projection of each one is no greater than one pixel in size on the image
plane. The color of the pixel that is the projection of a small cube is determined by
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the gradient value of that small cube, and these gradient values are interpolated from
gradient values at the vertices of the original grid cell. Together, the pixels form the
final, rendered image. Since DV uses points (pixels) to approximate the isosurface,
and points are not ambiguous, DV has no internal ambiguity.

2.2.2

Incorrectness
MC sometimes fails to recover certain features of the isosurface (e.g., sharp

corners). Other times, it recovers some features of the isosurface incorrectly (e.g.,
the isosurface might actually enclose a thin, narrow volume which MC might not
recover it at all). We call this behavior incorrectness, and discuss this in detail in
this subsection.
Missing Isocontour features, such as sharp corner features, are a common
characteristic of the isosurface produced by MC. Often, sharp corners present in the
actual surface are recovered as chamfered by MC, as shown in Figure 2.14. In this
figure, the actual surface inside the cell is of a box shape (drawn in red). However,
when MC processes this cell, it recognizes it as a Case 1 cell and finds the three
intersection locations on three grid cell edges (marked as blue crosses). For such a
case, MC connects these locations to form a single triangular facet in one corner of
the cell (outlined in green), which differs from the actual shape. This phenomenon
occurs because the original MC only forms one triangular facet in each Case 1 cell,
and it does not approximate box-shaped corners well.
Introducing a different shape of facet(s) (e.g., several facets that form a box
shaped isocontour inside the grid cell for this particular example) might help, but
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Figure 2.14: MC Recovers a square corner as Chamfered

without knowing the exact shape of the isocontour inside the grid cell, it is impossible
to generate facet(s) that approximate the exact shape of the isocontour inside. In
order to recover the correct shape, some level of prediction has to be done prior to
forming the facet(s).
Kobbelt et al. [33] have developed an MC extension to recover sharp corner
features. Their method first converts a volume dataset into a directed distance field,
where at each grid vertex that vertex’s shortest distance to the isosurface is stored as
a tuple with three components: the distance values along the x, y and z directions,
respectively. The tuple represents a directed vector, which is the directed distance
from the grid vertex to the isosurface. The collection of the directed distances of
all vertices precisely describes the isosurface relative to the vertices’ locations. In
Kobbelt et al.’s extension, MC is then applied to the directed distance field. Instead
of interpolating the data values at grid cell vertices location, the Kobbelt extension
to MC interpolates the distance field to recover isosurface vertices.
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In order to discover the sharp features, the method compares the gradients of
the locations the isosurface intersects within a grid cell. Whenever these gradients of
the grid cell differ, the method determines that the isosurface in that cell contains a
sharp feature. The method then creates a new isosurface vertex by extrapolating the
sharp feature location. The new isosurface vertex is then connected to other adjacent
isosurface vertices to form a sharp corner.
The MC isosurface unsmoothness can be a concern when the triangular
facets that MC produces are ill-formed (i.e., very long and narrow). (These ill-formed
facets can make the isosurface unsmooth.) Nielson [45] has developed an MC extension to produce smoother isosurfaces that could be useful in such cases. This
extension is called Dual Marching Cubes (DMC). DMC first applies standard MC to
the data. Then it takes the mid-point of each triangular facet and forms quad facets
using these midpoints as the quad vertices. These quad facets are then rendered.
Figure 2.15 shows an isosurface (from standard MC (middle)) and the DMC
representation (right) for a human foot dataset (shown zoomed-out in the left most
subfigure) [45]. The DMC representation is smoother than the isosurface produced
by standard MC.
An even smoother mesh representation (smoother than the isosurface formed
by midpoints of triangular facets) can be produced by taking the mid-points of the
quad facets produced by DMC and using them to form a new collection of quad facets.
This process is referred as forming the dual of the dual.
This dissertation introduces the 2D analogue of DMC, Dual Marching Squares
(DMS), in detail in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.15: Foot rendering (left), with zoom-in showing Standard MC (center) vs.
DMC (right)

An Incorrect volume can be enclosed by the MC isosurfaces, especially
when the volume enclosed by the MC isosurface is small or narrow. Kaneko et al. [29]
have developed an MC extension to produce an isosurface which encloses a volume
that is closer to the volume enclosed by the actual boundary (i.e., of the actual object
or phenomenon). The Kaneko et al. method first produces an isosurface using MC.
Then, it enters an estimate-adjust process. First, this process assumes that this
isosurface produced by MC is the actual boundary of the object(s) of interest in the
data and produces a set of estimated data values by calculating the percentage of
a grid cell that is occupied by the recovered isosurface. The estimated data values
are then compared to the actual data values. Differences between them indicate
that the recovered isosurface is in fact different from the actual boundary. If the
difference at a grid cell vertex exceeds a pre-set threshold, the isosurface segment
near that vertex is considered inaccurate and in need of adjustment. The Kaneko
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et al. method then adjusts the actual data value at this vertex by adding  to it
(if the estimated data value is smaller than the actual data value) or subtracting 
from it (if the estimated data value is larger than the actual data value) where  is
a pre-set, small constant. This adjustment produces a set of adjusted data values.
MC is applied on these adjusted data values. Ideally, the estimate-adjust process
is terminated when the differences between the estmated date values and the actual
data values at all grid vertices are lower than a pre-set threshold. However, reaching
this termination condition can be very time consuming. To enhance its performance,
Kaneko et al. suggested introducing additional termination conditions, for example,
terminating the program after a certain number of iterations.
Figure 2.16 shows two isosurfaces (one from standard MC (left) and the other
from Kaneko et al.’s method (right)) recovered from a dinosaur toy dataset. In this
figure, the isosurface produced by MC has two features that are broken in half in the
middle (one is one of the spikes on the tail and the other is two jointed spikes on
the tail). It also misses some bumpy features at the end of the tail. Kaneko et al.’s
method, however, has recovered them more accurately.
Kaneko et al.’s method can be very time consuming, since reaching the condition where all differences are lower than the threshold can take a long time.
This dissertation introduces the 2D analogue of Kaneko et al.’s method, Fine
Feature Sensitive Marching Squares (FFS-MS), in detail in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.16: Toy dinosaur rendering(zoom-in tail section) showing Standard MC
(left) vs. Kaneko’s Method (right) (from Kaneko et al. [29])

2.2.3

Marching Cubes: Speed and Extensions
Volume datasets are usually large. They contain several millions or even more

data points. The Lobster dataset from the Volume Library [51], for example, is size
301 × 324 × 56; it contains a total of 5,461,344 data points. Processing such amount
of data points can be very time consuming and may not be able to provide real-time
rendering.
Fortunately, both volumetric datasets and the MC algorithm have some characteristics that can be exploited to allow improvements of the processing speed.
First, a common characteristic of many volumetric datasets is that the majority of the cells are not intersected by the isosurface (e.g., for the 15 case MC, most
cells have the Cases 0 or 14 topology of Figure 2.2). These cells are usually referred
as empty cells (i.e., not containing isosurface). However, MC processes them regardless, which is unnecessary. Avoiding processing these cells can greatly improve the
processing speed of MC.
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Two data structures have been developed for use within MC to identify and
then to avoid processing the empty cells, namely span space [52] and octree [66].
Span Space
The first data structure, span space, is a 2D coordinate space whose horizontal
axis (x axis) is cell minimum value (i.e., minimum among the values at the cell
vertices), and the vertical axis (y axis) is cell maximum value (i.e., maximum among
the values at the cell vertices). Each cell’s minimum and maximum value are formed
into a tuple (i.e., an (x, y) coordinate), and this tuple is viewed as a location in the
span space. For example, if the values at the vertices of a cell are 0, 10, 20, 30, 50,
70, 80, 90 and 100, that cell will be mapped to location (0, 100) in the span space.
Each cell, then, is mapped into span space for span space-based MC.
Any cell that is intersected by the isosurface has a minimum value that is
smaller than the isovalue and a maximum value that is greater than the isovalue. If
both cell minimum and cell maximum are greater than the isovalue, the cell has the
Case 14 topology of Figure 2.2. If both these values are smaller than the isovalue, the
cell has the Case 0 topology of Figure 2.2. No cell has a minimum value greater than
the isovalue and a maximum value smaller than the isovalue, therefore some portion
of span space is always empty.
The span space has four regions: a region with points representing the cells that
contain the isosurface, a region with points representing cells that have the standard
MC’s Case 14 topology (which is MC23’s Case 22 topology), a region with points
representing cells that have the standard MC’s Case 0 topology (which is MC23’s
Case 0 topology as well, since they are identical), and an empty region where there
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are no points. When doing span space-based isosurfacing, only the cells that are
mapped into the first region are processed by MC; cells mapped into other regions
are skipped. The “ISSUE”(i.e., Isosurfacing in Span Space with Utmost Efficiency)
algorithm [52] is an isofurfacing approach using span space.
Octree
The other data structure, the standard octree, is a tree data structure where
each of the non-leaf tree nodes contain (up to) 8 children. When MC is used with an
octree, it considers grouping (i.e., a block) of cells, instead of individual cells.
To form an octree, a 3D grid of data is first divided into 8 subvolumes by
evenly dividing the data volume in each dimension. An octree node is created for
each subvolume, where the node stores the data of that subvolume and that subvolume’s minimum and maximum vertex values (of all vertices inside that subvolume).
Each subvolume is then divided recursively (with more octree nodes created for new
subvolumes) until in all three dimensions, subvolumes are less than or equal to the
size of two grid cells. This division process’s use of the evenly-divide strategy (i.e.,
each dimension is divided evenly) creates a large number of nodes.
To recover isosurfaces using an octree-based approach, MC does an in-order
traversal on the octree. For each tree node visited, MC compares the stored minimum
and maximum vertex values with the isovalue α. If the node’s minimum vertex value
is less than α and maximum vertex value is greater than or equal to α, MC considers
that the subvolume represented by the tree node contains the isosurface and continues
the in-order traversal of its subtree. If a node’s stored minimum vertex value is
greater than α, or its stored maximum vertex value is less than α, MC considers the
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subvolume represented by this tree node empty (i.e., it does not contain isosurfaces).
MC then does not traverse its subtree, and it does not process any grid cells inside the
subvolume represented by this node, thus saving processing time. When MC reaches
the leaf nodes that represent non-empty subvolumes, it recovers isosurfaces in those
subvolumes.
In order to reduce the number of nodes created for standard octree-based
MC, Wilhelm and van Gelder developed a revised octree [66] called “BONO” (i.e.,
Branch-On-Need Octree). When this octree divides the original data volume (or
subvolumes), it uses a branch-on-need strategy (i.e., when it divides a subvolume,
each dimension may not be divided evenly). When it divides a subvolume, the division
of each dimension of size n creates a subvolume of size exactly n/2 on that dimension
if n is a power of 2, or a subvolume of size 2k (where 2k < n and 2k+1 > n) on that
dimension if n is not a power of 2. The other subvolumes would have size n − 2k on
that dimension.
For example, if the data volume is size 14 × 14 × 6, BONO first divides the
x dimension to size 8 and size 6, the y dimension to size 8 and size 6, and the z
dimension to size 4 and size 2. The sizes of the subvolumes created by this division
are: 8 × 8 × 4, 8 × 6 × 4, 6 × 8 × 4, 6 × 6 × 4, 8 × 8 × 2, 8 × 6 × 2, 6 × 8 × 2 and 6 × 6 × 2.
(If using the evenly-divide strategy of a standard octree, the first division would have
subvolume sizes that are all size 7 × 7 × 3.) BONO creates fewer nodes than octrees
created by the evenly-divide strategy, saving storage space. When MC uses BONO,
it does an in-order traversal on the octree and skips the subvolumes represented by
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empty tree nodes (i.e., MC does not process any grid cells inside that subvolume),
which saves processing time.
Parallel Processing
The original MC processes cells sequentially. That’s because processing the
ith cell requires first processing the (i − 1)th cell. The ith cell shares a face with
the (i − 1)th cell and the vertices and edges of that shared face have been processed
already with the (i − 1)th cell, and MC uses those results for the ith cell. MC can be
modified to process cells independently if it processes shared faces twice. MC that
works that way can have each cell be processed individually at the same time by
different processors. Then, MC will have data parallelism.
For that modified MC running on a cluster of processors, each processor can
process the same number of cells (i.e., the data volume is divided evenly among
the processors). Since different topological cases can contain different numbers of
intersection locations and isosurface facets (which would take different amounts of
time to process), two processors each given one cell could take different time processing
if those two cells are of different topological cases. For example, in MC23, a Case 1
cell contains one triangular facet and three intersection locations, while a Case 16 cell
contains five triangular facets and seven intersection locations. If these two cells are
processed by two different processors at the same time, Case 1’s processor is likely to
finish processing before Case 16’s processor, because Case 1 requires less processing
time. Unless Case 1’s processor processes another cell while Case 16’s processor is
still processing the Case 16 cell, it will be idle then. To save processing time in this
type of parallel MC, it is essential to balance the workload (i.e., so each processor
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processes the same numbers of triangular facets and intersection locations). In this
type of parallel MC, balancing the workload could occur if the numbers of triangles
and intersections locations in a group of cells were known before they are processed by
MC. Therefore, it is essential to have a method that is able to estimate the workload
of a group of cells before that, so the workload of this group of cells can be divided
evenly among the processors.
Many workload estimation methods (for the purpose of balancing the workload) have been developed. For example, Miguet et al.

[41] have described a MC

workload estimation method. Their method provides a bound on the number of the
triangles contained in a group of cells. In their method, the maximum number of
triangles that a group of cells contains is given as:

N = 8 × v/3,

(2.8)

where N is the maximum number of triangles, and v is the number of vertices in that
group of cells. v can be counted since each cell has 8 vertices and the number of cells
in a group is known.
Zhang and Newman [68] described an efficient parallel isosurfacing technique
that uses workload estimation. This technique avoids processing empty cells. In this
technique, the isosurfacing work load, W , is estimated as:

W = αN + βA,
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(2.9)

where N is the total number of cells, and A is the number of cells that are intersected
by the isosurface.
Avoiding Linear Interpolation
Eliminating the linear interpolation calculation when finding intersection locations can boost MC’s processing speed. Doing that can trade off accuracy for performance speed. One example of this strategy is in Discretized Marching Cubes [42],
which does not do interpolation at all. Instead, it connects the mid-points of intersected edges to form triangular facets.

2.3

The Marching Squares Algorithm

The Marching Squares Algorithm (MS) is a 2D analogue of MC. It is usually applied to 2D rectilinear datasets, such as images, or to slices of 3D volumetric
datasets. Similar to MC, MS marches through the cells (“squares”) of the image, and
processes one cell at a time. It produces a collection of line segments to form the
isocontour.
It was unclear who developed MS. Cipolletti et al. [12] has claimed that it was
Pratt [48] who formulated the idea of MS. However, the method Pratt introduced
then was an algorithm named Bit Quads. It is a cell occupancy-based method that
enumerates all possible layouts of occupied and unoccupied pixels for 2 × 2 pixel
grids, as shown in Figure 2.17. In this figure, each cell is a pixel. Each occupied
pixel is shaded in gray while each unoccupied pixel is white. A total of 16 different
layouts exist, and they are grouped into 6 categories, Q0 to Q5 , based on the number
of occupied pixel(s) in each pixel grid. The Bit Quads algorithm then counts the
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number of different layouts that exist in an image and calculates the total number
of occupied pixels inside that image. If the counts of each category, Q0 to Q5 , are
denoted as N0 to N5 , the total number of occupied pixels in an image is 4 × N0 + 2 ×
N1 + N2 + 3 × N3 + 2 × N4 (because each Q0 pixel grid has 4 occupied pixels, each
Q1 pixel grid has 2 occupied pixels, each Q2 pixel grid has 1 occupied pixel, each Q3
pixel grid has 3 occupied pixels and each Q4 pixel grid has 2 occupied pixels). This
total number of occupied pixels is then used to determined the occupied area in this
image.
Although the Bit Quads algorithm bears some similarity to MS, it has a completely different methodology and is used for different purposes. Bit Quads operates
on a pixel level of precision and is used to estimate occupied areas in images, while MS
operates on a sub-pixel level of precision and is used to produce isocontours. There
is no interpolation involved in Bit Quads either.
The process of MS is similar to MC. In each cell, MS first compares each data
value at the vertices to the isovalue α. It marks a vertex with a “1” if its value is
greater than or equal to α. It marks all other vertices with “0”. Only cell edges that
are marked with a “1” at one end and a “0” at the opposite end are intersected by
the isocontour.
A cell in 2D has 4 vertices, therefore there are 24 = 16 possible combinations
of markings for a cell. Each marking type is considered as a topological case. Figure
2.18 shows all 16 of the topological cases, with each case numbered, and the general
form of the line segment(s) (shown in gray here) produced by MS for each case. In
this figure, vertices with a “1” marking are drawn as filled (black) circles. Vertices
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Figure 2.17: The Topological Layouts of Bit Quads

with a “0” marking are drawn as hollow (white) circles. Typically, these cases are
encoded in a look-up table prior to processing, with the look-up table recording the
intersected edges and how the intersections on these edges are connected. When such
a look-up table is used, the second step is to use the markings of a cell to determine
its case number.
Next, MS finds the intersected edges (i.e., the cell edges that have one vertex
marked with “1” and the other marked with “0”). If it uses a look-up table, the
identities of the intersected cell edges are retrieved directly from the table (otherwise,
MS would have to determine that on the fly for each cell). For each intersected edge,
the location of the intersection is found by linearly interpolating the data values at
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Figure 2.18: The 16 Topological Case of MS

both ends of this edge. MS then connects the intersection locations according to the
relevant line segment(s) pattern indicated in Figure 2.18. For cells that only have
two intersections, MS simply connects them with a single line segment. For Cases 5
and 10, however, since each of them have 4 intersection locations, one on each edge,
MS decides which two intersections to connect in the cell. The collection of all line
segments forms the isocontour.
In fact the decision about the connections made is an ambiguous decision since
in Cases 5 and 10 there are two ways to connect each pair of 4 intersections without
self-intersecting the contour. There is one approach, similar to Marching Tetrahedra,
that can resolve this ambiguity. This method is called Marching Triangles. It divides
each square cell (even if the cell isn’t ambiguous) into two triangular cells along one
of the cell diagonals. The intersection locations are then calculated in each triangle.
This approach is also called Marching Diagonally Divided Squares (MDDS), for it
divides the square cells into triangles diagonally. There are only 4 topological cases
in Marching Triangles (shown in Figure 2.19), and none of them is ambiguous.
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Figure 2.19: The 4 Topological Cases of Marching Triangles

Figure 2.20: Isocontour of One Slice of Lobster dataset Recovered by MS

Figure 2.20 shows an example of an isocontour recovered by applying MS on
one slice of the Lobster dataset.
MS can be adapted to produce isobands [50]. In this adaptation, instead
of line segments, bands that are enclosed by isocontours are produced. These bands
can be considered as the area between two isocontours produced with two different α
values.
Since MS is the 2D analogue of MC, it bears similar limitations, especially the
limitation of its correctness.
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2.4

Speedlines

Speedlines are a way to show the path of a moving object in static images using
a collection of lines or arcs. The use of speedlines can aid a viewer in understanding
the exact motion of an object. In Figure 2.21, we show an example illustrating three
motions of a basketball using speedlines. In parts (a), (b) and (c) of Figure 2.21,
the basketballs have the same start positions and end positions. The use of different speedlines there shows three different motions: the basketball moving through
a straight path, the basketball moving through a curved path and the basketball
bouncing. Without these speedlines, the trajectory types would be unknown.

(a) Straight Motion

(b) Curved Motion

(c) Bounce Motion

Figure 2.21: Different Motions of a Basketball Depicted by Speedlines

Some researchers have studied the effectiveness of speedlines for humans to
recognize motion [7, 15] and found that speedlines are useful in recognizing motions,
especially in recognizing the direction or the speed of the motions of objects.
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2.4.1

Speedlines in Comics and Manga
Speedlines are very popular among comic artists and graphic novelists, es-

pecially among those who create action packed artworks. For example, Carmine
Infantino, the artist and co-creator of the famous DC comic character Silver Age
Flash, has used speedlines abundantly in his work [17]. An example of one of his
works using speedlines is shown in Figure 2.22. The upper part of this figure caontains multiple drawings of the character The Flash. These drawings are connected
by many speedlines to show that The Flash has moved rapidly from the left side to
the right. In the lower part of the figure, even more speedlines are drawn in dense
clusters, suggesting that the speed of The Flash is high.

Figure 2.22: Speedlines in Comic “Flash” (image from Carmine Infantino [5])
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Manga (printed comics and graphic novels originating in Japan) artists use
speedlines extensively. Figure 2.23 (from the manga comic “Black Jack” by Japanese
manga artist Osamu Tezuka) shows an example of speedlines in manga as a motion
cue. In this figure, the car has about a dozen long, curved speedlines drawn near its
tail, indicating that it is moving away swiftly from the building with the window.

Figure 2.23: Speedline in Manga “Black Jack” (image from Osamu Tezuka [56])

We note that sometimes, especially in manga, speedlines are also used to depict
the atmosphere of a scene or the emotions of a person. For example, a dense cluster
of speedlines that radiates from a character usually means that that character has
an intense feeling or is anxious. Other times, speedlines are also used to draw the
reader’s attention. For example, a cluster of speedlines centered at a certain character
draws the reader’s attention to that character.
In this dissertation, we only consider the use of speedlines as a motion visualization technique.
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2.4.2

Speedline Variations and Style
There are several speedline variations and there are many styles an artist can

use for speedlines. The most popular speedline variations include flow ribbons (i.e.,
two parallel long speedlines that form a ribbon-like shape) and clusters of speedlines.
The use of other motion cues (e.g., motion blur) is also a popular variation among
some artists. Example speedline styles include: the numbers of speedlines drawn
for each moving object, the density of speedlines in clusters, the thickness of each
speedline and the smoothness of the speedlines.
Figure 2.24 shows examples of three artists’ versions of speedlines.
Part (a) shows a simple flow ribbon variation using four sets of speedlines (in
the upper right frame), with each set consisting of two individual lines. Three sets are
straight lines with moderate thickness attached to the character’s left shoulder, right
shoulder and right waist, indicating that the character is moving backwards. The
fourth set has two spiral lines with moderate thickness, indicating that the character
is also rolling.
Part (b) of the figure shows a second variation for speedlines (in the upper
right frame): clusters of lines. These lines are thin and smooth, depicting the swift
falling motion of the character.
Part (c) of the figure (in the bottom frame) utilizes a variation where speedlines
are combined with motion blur. The contour of the arrow shot by the character is
blurred and its motion is shown using dense speedlines. Another set of speedlines
drawn below the character emphasizes the high-speed flying motion of that arrow.
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(a) Simple Flow Ribbon (image from (b) Clustered Speedlines (image from
Masami Kurumada [36])
Akira Toriyama [58])

(c) Speedlines with Motion Blur (image
from Tite Kubo [35])
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Figure 2.24: Examples of Speedline Variations in Comic and Manga

We note that an artist (or visualization) can adopt different speedline styles
to show different motions. Figure 2.25 shows an example of different speedline styles
drawn by one artist, manga artist Rumiko Takahashi, from “Inuyasha” [55]. Part
(a) of the figure includes a flow ribbon that shows a downward spiral motion (in the
top frame). In part (b) of the figure, the artist uses clusters of speedlines that vary
in length to show the swinging motion of the character’s arm. In part (c) of the
figure (in the lower left frame), the artist uses speedlines and motion blur to show
the movement of the sword.

(a) Simple Flow Ribbon

(b) Clustered Speedlines

(c) Motion Blur Speedlines

Figure 2.25: Different Speedline Styles Drawn by One Artist (images from Rumiko
Takahashi [55])

The drawing methods that artists choose also affect the style of speedlines
they draw. For example, prior to the 1990s, most manga artists used ink pens (i.e.,
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fountain pens designed for manga drawing) and they primarily drew by hand, while
nowadays, many artists use a stylus on a drawing tablet.
When artists draw speedlines with ink pens, they either draw free-hand lines
or draw with a template such as a French Curve. Free-hand speedlines are typically
less perfect but their shapes are not limited to those provided by a template.
Speedlines sometimes vary in thickness. The varying thickness of a speedline
can be used to depict the direction of the motion. For example, the end of a speedline
that is thickest is usually the part of the speedline closest to the end position of the
moving object.
To draw thicker speedlines, artists using pens usually apply more pressure on
the ink pen tip when drawing. A higher level of pressure causes the pen tip to split
more, thus releasing more ink (and making thicker lines). Different artists seem to
prefer different levels of pressure, resulting in some artists having a customary, unique
speedline thickness.
Ink pens can also have leaks, causing drops of ink to appear as artifacts such as
ink dots, unusually thick sections, or even blotches, in the speedlines in the artwork.
Artists that draw speedlines electronically do not experience ink leaks in their
speedlines. However, they can produce speedlines with low resolution due to the
drawing tablet having low resolution. Their speedlines can also have an aliasing
issue (i.e., a smooth stroke drawn on the drawing tablet may be digitized without
anti aliasing, and the digitized stroke becomes jagged). In addition, some drawing
systems do not recognize the pressure the artist used. In those cases, the line thickness
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the artist draws does not change even if the artist applies different level of pressure
to the drawing tablet.
Different drawing styles (whether the difference is due to personal preference
or imperfections introduced by the drawing method) used on an electronic tablet
may make the speedline artwork from certain artists less distinguishable from those
of other artists.
In this dissertation, we describe an automated speedline generating technique
that generates 2D speedlines which had the aim of mimicking the speedline style of
Osamu Tezuka. Specifically, this technique mimics his artistic style in early volumes
of the manga comic “Black Jack.” This technique, and the artistic details of his
speedlines, are described in Chapter 6.

2.4.3

Speedlines in Visualization
Speedlines have been widely used to visualize motions. Next, we describe some

examples of these types of uses, focusing on computer-based techniques.
First, Caglioti et al.

[8] have described a technique that produces a single

image that summarizes the motion in a video. Their technique uses speedlines in
the summary image to visualize motion. The technique extracts the path taken by
a moving object in a short video and then adds speedlines to the last frame of that
video where the speedlines show the path of that object’s movement. An example of
the summary image that their technique outputs is shown in Figure 2.26. This figure
shows a dancing person, with single white speedlines drawn to show the motions of
his right arm and right leg.
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Figure 2.26: Summarizing Motions in Videos Using Speedlines (image from Caglioti
et al. [8])

Second, Collomosse et al. [16] have developed a technique that inserts speedlines as motion cues into a video. An example of their techniques’s output is shown
in Figure 2.27. In this figure, the collection of inserted curved speedlines show the
swinging motion of the bat. The speedline that is attached to the tip of the bat is
slightly longer than the other speedlines, indicating that the tip of the bat has moved
the farthest in space (compared to other parts of the bat).

Figure 2.27: Speedlines for Motion Cues (image from Collomosse et al. [16])

Kim et al. [32] have developed a semi-automatic technique that applies speedlines to images or videos to visualize motions. Their technique involves object tracking
and then motion detection (i.e., that detects the exact motion from the object tracking result). After motion is detected, speedlines are added to the image (or video).
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An example of their technique’s output is shown in Figure 2.28. In this figure, the
motion detected is a right-to-left motion of a truck. Many speedlines were added to
the right side of the truck’s cab, tailgate and wheels, showing that motion.

Figure 2.28: Kim et al.’s use of Speedlines (image from Kim et al. [32])

Speedlines have also been used to visualize time-varying data. For example,
Joshi et al. [28] have developed a technique that visualizes change in data over time
using a popular variation of speedlines: flow ribbon. An example of their technique’s
output is shown in Figure 2.29. In this figure, the speedlines (i.e., forming the flow
ribbon) are drawn as two long strokes. The space between these two lines are rendered
empty (i.e., the same color as the background color), thus occluding the moving
object (rendered in solid green). Their technique also draw clusters of short speedlines
between the two flow ribbon lines, and these short line segments abstract the occluded
parts of the moving object.

2.5

Summary

In this chapter, background and works related to our research of feature highlighting visualization were discussed. First, the popular volume visualization algorithm, Marching Cubes (MC), was described. Limitations regarding its correctness
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Figure 2.29: Visualizing Time-varying Data with Flow Ribbons (image from Joshi
et al. [28])

and computational speed were also discussed. Then, MC extensions that address
these limitations were described. MC’s 2D analogue, Marching Squares (MS), and
its limitations and some existing extensions were also described. Finally, the use of
speedlines in comics and manga and some computer-based speedline techniques were
described.
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CHAPTER 3

SHARP CORNER SENSITIVE MARCHING SQUARES

In this chapter, an extended Marching Squares algorithm produced for the
dissertation research is described. This algorithm, called Sharp Corner Sensitive
Marching Squares (SCS-MS), focuses on recovering sharp corner features in isocontours.

3.1

Overview

Recovering sharp corner features using standard Marching Squares (MS) has
been a challenge. When sharp corner features are present in the actual boundary of
an object or a phenomenon, the isocontour that MS produces often recovers these
corners as straight edges instead. An example of this problem is shown in Figure 3.1.
In this figure, the actual boundary (marked by the dashed red line) that intersects
the right and the bottom edge of the cell (intersection locations are marked with blue
crosses) has a sharp corner feature. MS recognizes the cell as a Case 2 cell topology
from its lookup table (as described in Chapter 2), because it has the same intersection
locations as the Case 2 cell topology. To recover the isocontour, MS simply connects
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the two intersection locations with a straight line (marked by the dotted green line),
thus losing the actual sharp corner feature.
MS

actual

c

c

Figure 3.1: A sharp corner of a boundary (left) that MS chamfers (right)

This issue occurs because in MS’s lookup table, each topology only contains
one shape for contour recovery (e.g., for a Case 2 cell topology, the isocontour is always
recovered as a straight edge that connects the two intersection locations) while there is
more than one possible contour shape inside that cell. Figure 3.2 shows an example of
two possible contour shapes with the same topology (i.e., same intersection locations).
When MS processes this cell, it first finds the two intersection locations (marked as
blue crosses in the middle cell in Figure 3.2). Then, MS recovers the isocontour as a
straight edge according to the MS lookup table, regardless of the actual shape of the
contour inside the cell.
It is possible to produce sharp corners in isocontours by changing the shape of
the contour of certain cell topologies in MS’s lookup table. For example, if the table
entry for the contour inside a Case 2 cell topology is changed to have a sharp corner,
MS can recover sharp corners for Case 2 cells. However, if the actual boundary is,
indeed, chamfered, the shape of the recovered isocontour (using that changed lookup
table) will be incorrect.
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c

c

c

Figure 3.2: Two possible contours (left: contour with a sharp corner feature and
right: contour with a chamfered corner feature) with the same intersection locations
(middle)

Since multiple shapes of contour can share the same case topology (e.g., in
Figure 3.2, the cell on the right shares the same case topology with the cell on the
left but they have different contour shapes), a better solution for sharp corner recovery
in MS is to first determine if a sharp corner is likely present, and then recover a sharp
corner for situations whose likelihood of a sharp corner’s presence is high (i.e., but
recover the usual MS contour otherwise).
Knowing only the topological case of a that grid cell (i.e., the grid cell that is
likely to contain a sharp corner) might not provide enough information to determine
that likelihood. If, however, instead of examining only one cell at a time, multiple cells
are examined at the same time as a group, some continuity clues may be exploited to
determine the likelihood of the presence of a sharp corner. An example of a situation
with such continuity clues is shown in Figure 3.3. In the middle of this figure, there is a
cell with two possible shapes of isocontour, with one being a straight edge (green) and
the other being a sharp corner (red). In the figure, the cell in question is numbered
“2,” and the neighboring cells are numbered “1,” “3” and “4.” The set of cells at
the left of Figure 3.3 shows an arrangement where the cell “2” has a sharp corner
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Figure 3.3: Two possible arrangements of cells neighboring one grid cell

inside. The isocontour in the neighboring cell “1” is vertical (i.e., in a Case 3 cell)
and the isocontour in neighboring cell “4” is horizontal (i.e., in a Case 6 cell). The
figure on the right of Figure 3.3 shows an arrangement of neighboring cells where a
cell “2” has a straight edge inside. The isocontours in both neighboring cells “1” and
“4” are diagonal (both Case 7 cells). In these two arrangments, the cell in question
(i.e., cell “2”) presents the same case topology, while the neighboring cells do not.
In summary, in some situations, the topological cases in the neighboring cells can
help determining the shape of isocontour inside cells that might have more than one
possible isocontour shape.
The SCS-MS algorithm, which utilizes neighboring cells’ information to recover
sharp corner features in isocontours, is described next.

3.2

SCS-MS: Algorithm

While MS only considers one cell at a time, SCS-MS considers a group of cells
each time it considers a cell. It determines if sharp corners inside potential cornercontaining cells (called candidate corner cells) are credible by examining the cells in
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Figure 3.4: Enumeration of grid cell group layouts

an adjacent neighborhood to them. These neighborhoods about the candidate corner
cells are called grid cell groups. Each grid cell group contains one candidate corner
cell and two neighboring cells. Since MS only finds isocontour-cell intersections on cell
edges, only cells that are horizontally or vertically adjacent to the candidate corner
cell are considered (i.e., cells that share an edge with the candidate corner cell). These
adjacent cells are called adjacent neighbor cells.
For each grid cell group, there are 6 possible layouts (forms). Each one is called
a grid cell group layout. They are labeled as Layouts 1 through 6, as shown in Figure
3.4. In this figure, the candidate corner cells are shaded. In each grid cell group,
there are a total of eight grid points and ten unique edges. Since each grid point can
either have a value higher (usually marked as “1”) or lower(usually marked as “0”)
than the isovalue, there are 28 = 256 possible different combinations of markings in
total. However, in corner detection processing, it’s not necessary to consider such a
number of combinations since some of the combinations do not contain a corner (e.g.,
the combinations with all “0” or all “1” markings have no cells intersected by the
isocontour).
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Grid cell groups that include diagonally-adjacent cells could potentially be
used, but we do not consider them here, since by themselves they often do not provide
additional credible evidence of corners. A larger number of neighboring cells could
also be useful for corner detection, but then the topologies of the layouts would grow
to be quite complicated. Therefore, in this work, the size of grid cell groups is set to
three cells. Grid cell groups containing more than three cells are left for future work.
We also do not need to consider all possible grid cell groups of three cells;
we only focus on those with sufficient neighbor information (i.e., with neighbor cells
that are able to provide clues on the shape of contour inside the candidate corner
cell). There are total of 128 different layouts of grid cell groups that have insufficient
neighbor information. Figure 3.5 shows six examples of grid cell groups that have
insufficent neighbor information. Each grid cell group in this figure contains at least
one candidate corner cell that might have a sharp corner feature inside, but lacks two
adjacent neighbors that both contain continuations of the contour segment inside.
These grid cell groups are called insufficient groups. Grid cell groups that have
sufficient neighboring information are called sufficient groups. SCS-MS only considers
sufficient groups.
Not considering the insufficient groups does not mean that those candidate
corner cells are not processed properly by SCS-MS, since a nearby sufficient group
can share cells with these insufficent groups and allow the correct processing of these
candidate corner cells. Figure 3.6 shows an example of the situation where there are
two sufficient groups (outlined with solid or dashed outlines) and one insufficient group
(shaded). The insufficient group contains two cells that possibly have sharp corner
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Figure 3.5: Insufficient (grid cell) groups

Ύ

Figure 3.6: Corner features detectable from the sufficient groups (dashed outlined
and solid outlined) but not in the insufficient group (shaded)

features without useful neighboring clues from the group members. Each of these two
cells can be correctly processed via one of the two sufficient groups, though, since
inside those grid cell groups, those cells become candidate corner cells with credible
neighboring clues.
In this dissertation research, we examined all 16 case topologies in MS’s lookup
table and determined the grid cell group topologies with potential sharp corners. Each
MS case topology, except Cases 0 and 15, can give rise to a candidate corner cell.
Thus, for Case 1 through 14, we examined all possible grid cell group topologies.
We have put these possible grid cell group topologies into a look-up table
(shown in graphical form in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8). This look-up table contains
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all sufficient groups, which can be said to form a group topology list. In this look-up
table, each group topology is labeled with a combination of a number and a letter.
The number indicates the number of the case topology of its candidate corner cell in
the MS lookup table, and the letter is a subcase identifier. For example, in Figure 3.7,
the first row of grid group cells all have a candidate corner cell with Case 1 topology,
and they are labeled as 1-a through 1-h.
To determine if the contour in a candidate corner cell is likely to be a sharp
corner, SCS-MS first determines the orientations of the contour segments inside the
adjacent neighbor cells in the grid cell group layout. Then, SCS-MS calculates the
angular difference of the orientations of those contour segments. If that difference is
significant (i.e., larger than 10 degrees), SCS-MS considers the candidate corner cell
likely to have a sharp corner feature. When the angular difference is small (i.e., less
than 10 degrees), SCS-MS considers the candidate corner cell to be a non-corner cell.
For candidate corner cells that likely have a sharp corner, SCS-MS uses a two-step
process to recover the corner. First, SCS-MS determines the location of the corner
by finding the intersection location of the contour segments inside the two adjacent
neighbor cells of the grid cell group. Then, the part of the isocontour forming the
corner is made by connecting that corner location to the intersection locations on the
edges of the candidate corner cell. For all other cells, SCS-MS processes them the
same way standard MS does. We note that for cells with Case 5 or 10 topologies, the
two isocontour components inside that cell are processed separately by SCS-MS.
Figure 3.9 shows an example of processing a grid cell group that has a Case 4
candidate corner cell. In this example, the contour segments inside its two adjacent
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Figure 3.7: Grid cell group look-up table - part i
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Figure 3.8: Grid cell group look-up table - part ii
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Figure 3.9: Corner detection and production process

neighbor cells form an angle of 90 degrees. SCS-MS considers such angular difference
to be significant and determines that the candidate corner cell contains a sharp corner.
For this candidate corner cell, SCS-MS does not follow standard MS’s process to
recover the corner. Instead, SCS-MS uses the two-step process described above to
recover a sharp corner by extending the contour segments in the adjacent neighbor
cells to form the recovered corner.
Algorithm 1 shows the step-by-step process of SCS-MS.

3.3

SCS-MS: Results, Comparisons and Analysis

In this section, we describe experimental results of applying SCS-MS on images. First, results using synthetic images are presented. Then, results using slices of
volumetric datasets and of x-ray and range images are presented. In order to compare
the results with standard MS, we also exhibit standard MS results for each image. We
note that since SCS-MS is a new MS extension and there is no existing MS extension,
to our knowledge, that focuses on recovering sharp corners, the comparison is only
done against standard MS.
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Algorithm 1 SCS-MS: Corner feature expressive Marching Squares
for each grid cell in the dataset do
determine its topological case according to MS’s lookup table
if it is not Case 0 or Case 15 then
for each isocontour component in the cell do
find its corresponding group topology list entry
locate the two adjacent neighbor cells associated with this isocontour
component
calculate the contour segment orientations in the adjacent neighbor cells
calculate the angular difference in these contour segment orientations
if the angular difference is significant then
extend the contour segments of the adjacent neighbors associated
with this isocontour component to recover a sharp corner for the isocontour component
else
apply standard MS on the cell
end if
end for
else
apply standard MS on the cell
end if
end for
The synthetic images used here are manually generated intensity/occupancy
images of objects with intensity 100 against a background of intensity 0 in a 16 × 16
rectilinear grid. At each grid lattice point, the data value is the aggregate percentage
of occupancy over a unit-sized square region centered at that lattice point. Thus, any
lattice point representing a fully occupied unit-sized region in space has a data value
of 100 associated with it. In some images, the objects are axis-aligned. In others,
they are not. The actual boundaries in these images are known, so we can determine
the error in the results of isocontouring methods.
A comparison of results from standard MS and SCS-MS for synthetic images
of an L-shaped block (at two different resolutions–10 × 10 and 16 × 16–and for each
of those with the block in four different orientations), a star-shaped object (6 × 6
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resolution, in two orientations), and a ninja star-shaped object (6 × 6 resolution) are
shown in Figs. 3.10 to 3.12. In these figures, the red contours are the results produced
by SCS-MS and the green contours are the results produced by standard MS. The
solid black contours are the actual object boundaries. The parts of boundaries that
lack sharp corner features yield overlapping contours from standard MS and SCS-MS.
We also show an example of SCS-MS’s limitation in Figure 3.10 (d), where the blue
frame highlights a corner that SCS-MS was not able to recover (nor was standard
MS).
A comparison of the recovered contours of standard MS, SCS-MS, and Marching Diagonally Divided Squares (MDDS) for the L-shaped block is shown in Figure
3.13 (This result is also reported in our journal paper [23]). In this figure, the result
of standard MS is shown as green dotted lines. The results of SCS-MS are shown as
red dashes. In addition, circle glyphs are periodically overlaid on SCS-MS’ results to
make those more clear. The blue dash-dot patterned contours in the figure are the
MDDS results. For this image, SCS-MS recovered four sharp corners while MDDS
recovered none. MDDS also recovered some of the straight edges as wavy edges.
Next, we describe experimental results from applying SCS-MS on real images.
We first show the result for one slice image (of size 256 × 256) of the well-known
Engine Block dataset (a popular dataset from the Volume Library [51], often used
in isosurfacing experiments) in Figure 3.14. The gray scale image of this slice of data
is shown at the upper left corner as a reference. Zoomed-in call-outs are shown for
several places where sharp corner features were recovered.
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(a) Oriented at 0 Degree Angle
with the X-axis

(b) Oriented at 15 Degree Angle
with the X-axis

(c) Oriented at 90 Degree Angle
with the X-axis

(d) Oriented at 75 Degree Angle
with the X-axis

Figure 3.10: MS vs. SCS-MS for Synthetic Lower Resolution L-Shaped Object
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(a) Oriented at 0 Degree Angle
with the X-axis

(b) Oriented at 15 Degree Angle
with the X-axis

(c) Oriented at 90 Degree Angle
with the X-axis

(d) Oriented at 75 Degree Angle
with the X-axis

Figure 3.11: MS vs. SCS-MS for Synthetic Higher Resolution L-Shaped Object
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(a) Star

(b) Star rotated 15 deg.

(c) Ninja star

Figure 3.12: MS vs. SCS-MS for Synthetic Stars and Ninja Star

Figure 3.13: MS vs. SCS-MS vs. MDDS for L-shaped Object
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Figure 3.14: Engine Block dataset slice image isocontouring results. (Upper left
corner: the slice image.)

Slice Image No.
Sharp Corners

1
13

2
12

3
10

4
15

5
10

6
9

7
14

8
7

9
4

10
6

Table 3.1: Number of Sharp Corners Recovered per Slice by SCS-MS but not by
std. MS for Engine Block Slices

We also applied SCS-MS and standard MS to 9 other slices (slices 101-109)
of the Engine Block dataset and counted the number of sharp corners recovered per
slice by each algorithm. The corner counts are presented in Table 3.1. The average
number of sharp corners that are recovered by SCS-MS but not by standard MS is
10 (out of 17 actual sharp corners on average).
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Figure 3.15: MS vs. SCS-MS for Lodged Scissor Image

Next, we describe experimental results from applying SCS-MS and standard
MS to a collection of x-ray images (from radiopaedia.org [49]), all of which contain a
man-made object known to have sharp corners (e.g., the tip of a needle). The original
image results are shown in Figure 3.15 (for an image of size 320 × 240 of a scissor
lodged in a human’s body), Figure 3.16 (for an image of size 1021 × 1024 of a nerve
root block needle), Figure 3.17 (for an image of size 442 × 442 of a fish hook lodged
in a human’s face), Figure 3.18 (for an image of size 475 × 441 of a fish hook lodged
in a dog’s body) and Figure 3.19 (for an image of size 220 × 320 of a biopsy needle
inside breast tissue). For each image, a zoomed-in call-out of an area containing a
sharp corner feature is shown. In these images, the new algorithm has produced a
sharper point for the needle and scissors objects than standard MS has.
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Figure 3.16: MS vs. SCS-MS for Nerve Root Block Needle Image

Figure 3.17: MS vs. SCS-MS for Lodged Fish Hook in Face Image
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Figure 3.18: MS vs. SCS-MS for Lodged Fish Hook in Dog Image

Figure 3.19: MS vs. SCS-MS for Biopsy Needle Image
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Figure 3.20: MS vs. SCS-MS for Blox2 Range Image

Some results for applying SCS-MS and standard MS to three range images of
block or box objects containing sharp corners are shown in Figs. 3.20 to 3.22. These
images are from the OSU (MSU/WSU) range image database [3] and include a set
of rectangle blocks (called Blox2), a set of cylindrical blocks (called Blox3), and three
stacked boxes (called Stack). The Blox2 and Blox3 images are size 240 × 240. The
Stack image is size 128 × 128. For each image, we exhibit several zoomed-in call-outs
of areas containing sharp corner features, showing both the result of standard MS
(in green dotted segments) and SCS-MS (in red dashed segments). In these images,
the new algorithm has produced many sharp corners while MS has failed to produce
them.

3.3.1

Empirical Error Studies: SCS-MS vs. Standard MS
The dissertation research also involved extensive study of quantitative error

for isocontour recovery accuracies for SCS-MS versus standard MS. Synthetic images,
each consisting of a single cell, were used for these studies. The lower left grid point
of each cell was taken as its local coordinate system origin. The size of each cell
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Figure 3.21: MS vs. SCS-MS for Blox3 Range Image

Figure 3.22: MS vs. SCS-MS for Stack Range Image

was taken as 1 unit by 1 unit. Inside each cell, there was one sharp corner present.
The angular measurement of the corner was close to 90 degrees (i.e., at 1 degree
increments from 80 to 90 degrees). The corner location also varied in the images; the
specific corner locations used for each set of experiments are described in the next
paragraph. The intensity of the object was 100 against a background of intensity 0.
Thus, at each grid lattice point, the data value was set to the aggregate percentage of
occupancy over a unit-sized square region centered at that lattice point, as was also
done for the experiment reported in Section 3.3.
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Experiments using four error measures (with corner locations as listed here)
were used to assess error. For the Average Closest Euclidean Distance Error, for
Corresponding Points Error and for the measure of error between the actual corner
location and the recovered corner location experiments, we used twelve distinct corner
locations: (0.375, 0.375), (0.625, 0.625), (0.375, 0.625), (0.625, 0.375), (0.25, 0.5),
(0.25, 0.75), (0.5, 0.25), (0.5, 0.5), (0.5, 0.75), (0.75, 0.25), (0.75, 0.5) and (0.75,
0.75). For the Contour Length Ratio Error, we used four distinct corner locations:
(0.5, 0.25), (0.5, 0.5), (0.75, 0.25) and (0.75, 0.5). These error measures and results
are presented next.

3.3.1.1

Average Closest Euclidean Distance Error Measure

The first error measure is Average Closest Euclidean Distance Error (ACED).
This error measure requires first sampling uniformly along the recovered isocontours.
Then, for each sample point, P1 , P2 ,...,PN , the smallest Euclidean distance between
that sample point and the ground truth contour is determined. The Average Closest
Euclidean Distance Error, ED , is calculated as the average of these distances:

N
1 X
(di ),
ED =
N i=1

(3.1)

where N is the number of sample points, and di is the smallest Euclidean distance
between Pi and the actual contour (i.e., the distance between Pi and the location Qi
on the contour where a line perpendicular to the contour at Qi intersects Pi ). In our
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experiments, we have determined empirically that 100 sample points is adequate (i.e.,
N = 100).
Ideally (i.e., when the recovered contour is identical to the actual contour),
ED is 0.0. The closer ED is to 0.0, the closer in distance the recovered contour is to
the actual contour.
Plots of errors found using this measure for test cases for twelve distinct corner
locations are shown in Figure 3.23. For each plot, the x axis indicates the angular
measure of the corner, and the y axis indicates the error for each case. The plot in
blue stars shows ACED for standard MS, and the plot in red circles shows ACED
for SCS-MS. For most cells with sharp corners, SCS-MS yielded the lower error. Its
improvement appears to be best when corner angles are close to 90 degrees and when
the corner location is close to the center of the cell (i.e., close to location (0.5, 0.5)).

3.3.1.2

Corresponding Points Error Measure

The second error measure is Corresponding Points Error (CPE). This error
measure requires first finding the corresponding locations between the recovered isocontour and the actual contour. Since standard MS only produces a chamfered edge
inside the cells, we consider the midpoint location on its chamfered edge to be the one
corresponding to the corner tip location on the SCS-MS contour. In finding CPE, we
divide the chamfered edge at the midpoint, forming two portions, and we sample each
portion uniformly. We used 50 sample points for each portion (a total of 100 sample
points). We denote these sample points as: P1 , P2 ,...,PN (where P1 , P2 ,...,PN/2 are
the sample points of the first portion, and PN/2+1 , PN/2+2 ,...,PN are the sample points
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Figure 3.23: MS (Stars) vs. SCS-MS (Circles) Plots for ACED
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of the second portion). For SCS-MS, its recovered contour is also divided into two
portions, with 50 samples taken uniformly in each portion. We denote these sample
0
points: P10 , P20 ,...,PN0 (where P10 , P20 ,...,PN/2
are the sample points of the first portion,
0
0
and PN/2+1
, PN/2+2
,...,PN0 are the sample points of the second portion). Next, the

Euclidean distance between each pair of corresponding points is calculated. For example, for corresponding points Pi and Pi0 , kPi PP0 ik is found, where k · k denotes the
Euclidean distance. The Corresponding Points Error, EC , is calculated as the average
of these distances:

EC =

N
1 X
(kPi PP0 ik),
N i=1

(3.2)

where N is the number of sample points, and kPi PP0 ik is the distance between points
Pi and Pi0 .
Ideally (i.e., when the recovered contour is identical to the actual contour),
EC is 0.0. The closer EC is to 0.0, the closer in distance the recovered contour is to
the actual contour.
Plots of errors found using this measure for test cases for twelve distinct corner
locations are shown in Figure 3.24. For each plot, the x axis indicates the angular
measure of the corner, and the y axis indicates the error for each case. The plot
in blue stars shows CPE for standard MS, and the plot in red circles shows CPE
for SCS-MS. For all cells with sharp corners, SCS-MS yielded the lower error. Its
improvement appears to be best when corner angles are close to 90 degrees and when
the corner location is close to the center of the cell (i.e., close to location (0.5, 0.5)).
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Figure 3.24: MS (Stars) vs. SCS-MS (Circles) Plots for CPE

3.3.1.3

Contour Length Ratio Error Measure

The third error measure is the Contour Length Ratio Error (CLR). This error
measure considers the ratio, EL , of the length of the recovered contour, Lr , to the
length of the actual contour, La . The ratio EL is defined as:
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EL = Lr /La .

(3.3)

Ideally (i.e., when the recovered contour is identical to the actual contour),
EL is 1.0. The closer EL is to 1.0, the closer the recovered contour’s length is to the
actual contour’s length.
Plots of errors found using this measure are shown in Figure 3.25. For each
plot, the x axis indicates the angular measure of the corner, and the y axis indicates
the error for each case. The plot in blue stars shows CLR for standard MS, and the
plot in red circles shows CLR for SCS-MS. The average value of EL for standard MS
is 0.55 (45% underestimation) while the average value of EL for SCS-MS is 0.77 (23%
underestimation), suggesting that SCS-MS recovers a contour that better resembles
the actual contour.

3.3.1.4

Corner Tip Location Error Measure

The fourth error measure is Corner Tip Location Error (CTL). This error
measure requires first determining a reference location, LR , on the grid cell. CTL
considers two different reference locations: the grid cell vertex that is closest to the
recovered corner location, LC , and the grid cell edge that is closest to the recovered
corner, LC . Finding CTL requires first computing the Euclidean distance, dR , between
LR and LC as:

dR = kLA − LR k.
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(3.4)

Figure 3.25: MS (Stars) vs. SCS-MS (Circles) Plots for CLR

CTL uses the Euclidean distance between the location of the recovered corner,
LC , and the location of the actual corner, LA . Since standard MS only produces a
chamfered edge inside the cells, we consider the midpoint location on its chamfered
edge to be the recovered corner location. The Corner Tip Location Error, ET , is
defined as:

ET = kLC − LA k.
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(3.5)

Ideally (i.e., when the recovered contour is identical to the actual contour),
ET is 0.0. The closer ET is to 0.0, the closer in distance the location of the recovered
corner is to the location of the actual corner.
We note that CTL only considers 90-degree corners. Plots of ET and dR values
(i.e., with ET values along the y-axis and dR values along the x-axis) are shown in
Figures 3.26 and 3.27. Figure 3.26 uses the grid cell vertex that is closest to the
recovered corner as the reference location. Figure 3.27 uses the grid cell edge that is
closest to the recovered corner as the reference location. In both figures, when the
location of the actual corner is at (0.5, 0.5) (i.e., dR = 0.707 when the closest grid cell
vertex is used as the reference location, and dR = 0.5 when the closest grid cell edge
is used as the reference location), SCS-MS does not exhibit an error. This indicates
that SCS-MS recovered the corner at the exact location of the actual corner when the
actual corner is at (0.5, 0.5). Of other corner locations that SCS-MS does produce
error, it tends to have smaller error than does standard MS.

3.3.2

Processing Time
Next, we report on processing times for SCS-MS and the standard MS. Tim-

ings were done on a Windows 7 machine with an Intel i7-3770, 3.40GHZ quad core
processor and 12GB of memory. All code was written in C and compiled with Visual
Studio 2003 in debug mode. Images used for testing were the x-ray images used and
described in Section 3.3, including the Hook1, Hook2, Needle, and Scissors images.
We also did testing with the synthetic higher resolution L-shaped axis aligned image
(shown in Figure 3.11) (which is labelled as “High Res. L” here). The timing results
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Figure 3.26: MS (Dots) and SCS-MS (Circles) Recovered Corners: CTL Using Cell
Vertex

Figure 3.27: MS (Dots) and SCS-MS (Circles) Recovered Corners: CTL Using Cell
Edge
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are presented in Table 3.2. In these tests, SCS-MS had slightly longer processing
times than the standard MS due to SCS-MS having additional processing steps for
the corner-containing grid cells. The amount of overhead associated with its sharp
corner production is quite small, though (averaging 3.3% overhead).
Processing times (in ms)

Processing times (in ms)

Dataset

Std. MS

SCS-MS

Overhead

Dataset

Std. MS

SCS-MS

Overhead

High Res. L

0.132

0.143

7.7%

Hook4

0.138

0.144

4.2%

Hook1

0.142

0.147

3.4%

Needle

0.131

0.135

3.0%

Hook2

0.143

0.145

1.4%

Scissors

0.138

0.141

2.1%

Hook3

0.142

0.144

1.4%

Table 3.2: Processing Times for SCS-MS vs. MS

3.4

Conclusions

In this chapter, we have described a new algorithm, SCS-MS, that allows for
production of an isocontour with sharp corner features from image data. SCS-MS is
an MS extension. It exploits contour orientation information from neighboring cells
to determine whether a sharp corner is likely to occur.
We have also described experiments applying SCS-MS and standard MS to 11
synthetic and 8 real images. These results suggest that when sharp corner features
occur in the actual contours, SCS-MS is able to recover isocontours that are closer to
the actual contour than standard MS does.
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We have also described an error study involving four quantitative error measures: Average Closest Euclidean Distance Error (ACED), Corresponding Points Error (CPE), Contour Length Ratio Error (CLR) and Corner Tip Location Error (CTL).
For ACED, SCS-MS exhibited smaller error in 6 out of 12 cases. For CPE, SCS-MS
exhibited smaller error in all 12 cases. For CLR, SCS-MS exhibited smaller error in
all 4 considered cases. For CTL, SCS-MS produced smaller error in all 12 cases, and
specifically, it had no error when the location of the corner was at the center of the
grid cell.
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CHAPTER 4

DUAL MARCHING SQUARES

In this chapter, an algorithm called Dual Marching Squares (DMS) is described. Studies of DMS are also described. DMS is an extended Marching Squares
(MS) algorithm that focuses on recovering smooth features in iscontours. DMS is a
2D analogue of Dual Marching Cubes (DMC) [45].

4.1

Overview

As mentioned in Chapter 2, sometimes isosurfaces produced by standard Marching Cubes have unsmoothness (even though the actual object or phenomenon is
smooth). This unsmoothness can occur when MC produces ill-formed (i.e., very
long, narrow) triangular facets that make the isosurface unsmooth. An MC extension called Dual Marching Cubes (DMC) that produces smooth isosurfaces has been
developed by Nielson [45].
The first step of DMC is to apply standard MC to the data. Then, the midpoint of each triangular facet is taken as a vertex of a quad facet; DMC replaces
triangular facets with quad facets. Finally, the mesh quad facets are rendered.
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Next we describe the DMS. It is an analogue of DMC. DMS recovers contours
in a similar way to DMC. DMS processes the line segments produced by MS and
connects the mid-points of these line segments to form the recovered contour. Its
details are described next.

4.2

DMS: Algorithm

While DMC can be considered to do a post-processing of the triangular facets
produced by MC, DMC can instead not explicitly form the triangular facets before
it produces the quad facets. Similarly, DMS algorithm can avoid forming the MS line
segments explicitly before it produces its own line segments. Our DMS here avoids
the MS segment formation.
Next, we describe the steps that DMS takes to process the data.
First, each grid point in the data set is marked with either a “1” or “0”
according to the isovalue. This step is the same as in MS; DMS marks a vertex with
a “1” if its value is greater than or equal to the isovalue and DMS marks it with a
“0” otherwise.
Next, for each cell, DMS determines the topological case of the cell using the
MS look-up table (as described in Chapter 2). In this step, DMS also calculates
the intersection locations where the isocontour intersects the grid cell edges as MS
does. However, DMS does not use those directly. Instead, it finds the mid-point of
the intersection locations and uses those as its contour segment endpoints. Figure
4.1 shows an example of an isocontour produced by MS (shown as solid gray lines)
versus an isocontour produced by DMS (show as green solid lines). In this figure, the
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intersection locations produced by MS are marked with gray circles. The mid-points
of these intersection locations are marked with green circles. DMS connects these
mid-points to form its contour.

Figure 4.1: DMS contour (green) vs MS contour (gray)

DMS only connects adjacent mid-points (i.e., the mid-points of two consecutive
segments of the isocontour). Since each contour segment joins two other contour
segments, each mid-point has two adjacent mid-points. We note that for contour
segments that intersect or cross the data boundary (i.e., these segments only join
one other contour segment), only one adjacent mid-point exists. In developing DMS,
we enumerated the locations of adjacent mid-points for each topological case of MS
that includes contours (i.e., MS cases with mid-points). This information is stored
in a look-up table (shown in graphical form in Figure 4.2). In Figure 4.2, the line
segments MS produces in each cell are shown as solid gray lines. Mid-points are
marked with gray diamonds. The red arrows show the location of the cells that the
adjacent mid-points are in. We note that for Cases 5 and 10, since there are two
mid-points (marked as M1 and M2 ) inside the cell, each of these mid-points has its
own adjacent mid-points. The location of one group of such adjacent mid-points is
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indicated by a pair of red arrows. The location of the other group is indicated by a
pair of blue arrows. The line segment DMS produces for each case are drawn as green
lines that connect the gray diamonds. The parts of the line segments inside the cell
are drawn as solid. Parts outside are drawn as dashed.

Figure 4.2: Dual Marching Squares Topologies

DMS outputs the line segments produced by connecting mid-points.
Figure 4.3 shows an example of the DMS processing step for a cell that has
Case 1 topology. First, this cell’s vertices are marked. Then, the intersection locations
(marked as red hash marks) are found. Next, the mid-point inside this cell and its
two adjacent mid-points (one in the cell above, and one in the cell to the right, both
marked as gray diamonds) are found. Finally, DMS connects these mid-points and
forms the contour (drawn as solid green lines).
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0
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Isovalue = 50

Mark the vertices
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intersections

Find the
midpoint

Connect the
midpoints

Figure 4.3: Processing Steps of DMS for Example Cell

4.3

DMS: Results, Comparisons and Analysis

In this section, we show and analyze results of applying MS and DMS on
synthetic and real images. (We note that since DMS is a new MS extension and
there is no other existing MS extension, to our knowledge, that focuses on recovering
smooth, curved contours, the comparison is only done against standard MS.) The
synthetic images provide a ground truth of the contour, allowing characterizing of
performance. The synthetic images consisted of two types of objects. The first type
is objects with boundaries comprised largely of smooth curves. The second type is
objects with sharp corners. We show these synthetic images in Figure 4.4. The image
sizes are listed in Table 4.1.
Each synthetic image has an object with intensity 100 against a background
of intensity 0. Each pixel was viewed as being a unit-sized square region, and its data
value is the aggregate percentage of occupancy inside that square region.
The two real images used, Enterprise and Cloud, are shown in Figures 4.5
and 4.6, respectively. One is the Enterprise image, taken from the Star Trek website
[53]. Created by IBM scientists, the object (i.e., the Enterprise) is formed by single
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(a) Square

(b) Rectangle

(e) Star 1

(f) Star 2

(i) Circle

(c) L-shaped (axis
aligned)

(g) Bow Tie 1

(k) Limacon

(j) 4 Petal Rose

(m) 4 Petal Rose (lower
resolution)

(d) L-shaped (non-axis
aligned)

(h) Bow Tie 2

(l) 3 Petal Rose

(n) Ellipse

Figure 4.4: Test Images (Synthetic)

Image
Circle
4 Petal Rose
3 Petal Rose
Square
L-shaped 1
Star 1
Bow Tie 1

Size (pixels)
8×8
24 × 24
13 × 14
8×8
6×7
6×6
5×6

Image
Ellipse
4 Petal Rose (lower resolution)
Limacon
Rectangle
L-shaped 2
Star 2
Bow Tie 2

Size (pixels)
16 × 8
12 × 12
13 × 14
5×7
6×6
6×6
6×6

Table 4.1: Synthetic image sizes

atoms. Its size is 574 × 516. The Cloud image is a cloud-like object taken from
the Espace-Environnement website [2]. Its size is 231 × 218. Both images contain
smoothly curved boundaries (i.e., the boundary of an atom).
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Figure 4.5: Enterprise Image

Figure 4.6: Cloud Image

The analysis reported here focuses on certain shape aspects (i.e., smooth,
curved features) of the contour produced by applying MS and DMS.

4.3.1

Contour Recovery Results on Synthetic and Real Images: DMS vs.
MS
Results of applying MS and DMS on the synthetic images with curved bound-

ary objects are shown in Figure 4.7. In the figure, the ground truth boundaries are
shown as solid black contours. The green contours are the results from DMS. The
red contours are the results from MS. In this figure, contours produced by DMS are
more smooth in shape than those produced by MS. DMS contours are closer to the
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shape of the ground truth boundaries than are the MS contours. In Figure 4.7(e), we
also show an example of DMS’s limitation, where the blue frame highlights a part of
the circle that is smoothly curved but DMS’s recovered contour has a deviation (i.e.,
is not as circular as the actual boundary).

(a) 4 Petal Rose

(b) 4 Petal Rose (lower resolution)

(c) 3 Petal Rose

(d) Limacon

(e) Circle

(f) Ellipse

Figure 4.7: Synthetic Image Results (Curved Boundaries): MS vs. DMS

Results of applying MS and DMS on the synthetic images with sharp corner
objects are shown in Figure 4.8. The color coding in this figure is the same as in
Figure 4.7. For objects with sharp corners, DMS does not preserve sharp corners as
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well as MS does. In most cases, the contours produced by DMS also enclose smaller
regions than those produced by MS.
However, in a few cases, DMS appears be modestly better than MS at conveying the shape of a sharp corner. For example, for Star 2 with sharp “points” (Figure
4.8(f)), the DMS contour has somewhat sharper, more pronounced protrusions associated with those “points” than does the MS contour, and the DMS contour better
resembles the actual object shape near these points.
The real image results are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. The color codings
of these figures are the same as the ones in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. These figures contain
zoom-ins of regions that contain smooth contour segments. In these zoom-ins, it is
clear that DMS produces smoother contours than MS does.

4.3.2

Empirical Error Studies: DMS vs. MS
In this subsection, three error measures are described: Contour Length Error,

Area Error and Curvature Error. We used these to determine the accuracy of contours
recovered by DMS and MS for the synthetic images described in Section 4.3.1.

4.3.2.1

Contour Length Error

Contour Length Error (CLE), denoted RL , measures the accuracy of the
lengths of recovered contours. It considers the ratio of the length of a recovered
contour to the actual boundary:

RL = Lm /La ,
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(4.1)

where Lm is the length of the recovered contour and La is the length of the actual
boundary.
Ideally (i.e., when the recovered contour is identical to the actual contour),
RL is 1.0. The closer RL is to 1.0, the closer the recovered contour length is to the
actual boundary length.
Table 4.2 shows the RL values for DMS versus MS for each synthetic test
image. MS contours tend to have RL values closer to 1 than the DMS contours do,
suggesting that MS produces contours of a more suitable length than DMS does. In
cases with narrow, sharp corners (e.g., in the Star 1 and Star 2 image), both DMS and
MS tend to produce a contour that is significantly shorter than the actual boundary.

Dataset
Circle
4 Petal Rose
Limacon
3 Petal Rose
4 Petal Rose (lower resolution)
Ellipse
Square
Rectangle
L-shaped (axis aligned)
L-shaped (non-axis aligned)
Star 1
Star 2
Bow Tie 1
Bow Tie 2

RL (MS)
0.885
0.807
1.120
0.948
0.775
0.998
0.947
0.917
0.889
0.865
0.703
0.453
0.801
0.765

Table 4.2: MS vs. DMS for CLE
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RL (DMS)
1.001
0.685
0.993
0.764
0.688
0.969
0.935
0.904
0.865
0.836
0.662
0.432
0.781
0.763

4.3.2.2

Area Error

Area Error (AE), denoted RA , measures the accuracy of the size of the area
enclosed by recovered contours. It considers the ratio of the area enclosed by a
recovered contour to the area enclosed by the actual boundary:

RA = Am /Aa ,

(4.2)

where Am is the size of the area enclosed by the recovered contour and Aa is the size
of the area enclosed by the actual boundary.
Ideally (i.e., when the recovered contour is identical to the actual contour), RA
is 1.0. The closer RA is to 1.0, the closer the area enclosed by the recovered contour
is to the area enclosed by the actual boundary.
Table 4.3 shows the RA values for DMS versus MS for each synthetic test
image. RA is usually smaller for DMS contours than for MS contours, indicating that
DMS contours generally enclose regions smaller than MS contours do. However, in
some cases (i.e., when there are sharp or pointy concave corners, such as for Bowtie
1 and Bowtie 2), DMS appears to perform better than MS. MS performs better,
according to this error measure, when corners are all convex (e.g., for Square image).
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Dataset
Circle
4 Petal Rose
Limacon
3 Petal Rose
4 Petal Rose (lower resolution)
Ellipse
Square
Rectangle
L-shaped (axis aligned)
L-shaped (non-axis aligned)
Star 1
Star 2
Bow Tie 1
Bow Tie 2

RA (MS)
0.992
0.982
0.989
0.934
0.983
0.993
0.991
0.960
0.946
0.942
0.799
0.866
0.794
0.866

RA (DMS)
0.992
0.975
0.986
0.907
0.947
0.989
0.986
0.960
0.931
0.934
0.750
0.898
0.845
0.896

Table 4.3: MS vs. DMS for AE

4.3.2.3

Curvature Error

Curvature Error (CE), denoted EC , measures the accuracy of the recovered
contour’s curvedness. It compares an estimate of curvature at each vertex on the recovered contour to the actual curvature at corresponding points on the actual boundaries.
The curvature estimate is based on the three point curvature estimation method
described by Coeurjolly et al [14], which estimates the curvature Cp at a point P on
a contour by:

−−→ −−→
−−→
−−→
Cp = ∠(P P1 , P P2 )/(kP P1 k + kP P2 k),
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(4.3)

where P1 and P2 are the vertices immediately adjacent to P on the recovered contour,
−−→ −−→
−−→
−−→
−−→
−−→
∠(P P1 , P P2 ) is the angle between the vectors P P1 and P P2 and kP P1 k and kP P2 k
−−→
−−→
are the lengths of the vectors P P1 and P P2 , respectively.
The CE value, EC , at a point P is:

EC =| Cp − Ca |,

(4.4)

where Cp is the estimated curvature value at point P , and Ca is the curvature value
of the point on the actual boundary that corresponds to P .
Ideally (i.e., when the recovered contour is identical to the actual contour),
EC is 0.0. The closer EC is to 0.0, the better the recovered contour’s curvedness
resembles the actual boundary’s curvedness.
Table 4.4 shows mean, maximum and root mean square error (RMSE) for
DMS versus MS for six synthetic images with smoothly curved boundaries: Circle,
4 Petal Rose, Limacon, 3 Petal Rose, 4 Petal Rose (lower resolution), and Ellipse.
Given curvatures Cp1 , Cp2 ,...,Cpn of N points P1 , P2 , ..., PN on the recovered contour,
the RMSE error is:
v
u N
uX
(Cpi − Cai )2 ,
RM SE = t

(4.5)

i=1

where each value Cai denotes the curvature of the actual boundary point Ai that
corresponds to Pi .
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From these results, it appears DMS has a lower maximum error and a smaller
RMSE, which indicates that DMS contour curvedness is closer to the actual boundary’s curvedness than is MS contour curvedness. In particular, the DMS curve tends
to have less extreme deviation from actual curvedness.

Dataset
Circle
4 Petal Rose
Limacon
3 Petal Rose
4 Petal Rose (lower resolution)
Ellipse

Mean
0.383
0.440
0.492
0.751
0.442
0.490

EC (MS)
Max RMSE
0.563 0.401
0.803 0.478
1.454 0.535
4.316 1.183
0.805 0.490
0.827 0.496

EC (DMS)
Mean Max RMSE
0.389 0.471 0.398
0.441 0.692 0.464
0.483 1.391 0.511
0.751 4.292 1.177
0.446 0.692 0.475
0.488 0.716 0.493

Table 4.4: MS vs. DMS for CE

Table 4.5 presents a summary of percentile curvature errors. This table shows
the amount of curvature error at the top (i.e., largest error) 10th and 20th percentile
levels.
At the 10th percentile level, the DMS contour’s errors are uniformly smaller
than the MS contour’s errors. At the 20th percentile level, most DMS contour errors
are smaller than the MS contour errors. Thus, the DMS contours appear to have less
extreme divergences from the actual curvature than do the MS contours.
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Dataset
Circle
4 Petal Rose
Limacon
3 Petal Rose
4 Petal Rose (lower resolution)
Ellipse

10th
MS DMS
0.563 0.471
0.641 0.561
0.714 0.603
1.712 1.391
0.747 0.610
0.665 0.615

20th
MS DMS
0.563 0.471
0.475 0.438
0.655 0.563
0.721 0.771
0.708 0.581
0.553 0.563

Table 4.5: MS vs. DMS CE Percentile Summary

4.4

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have described and studied Dual Marching Squares (DMS).
DMS is an MS extension that focuses on recovering smooth features in contours. The
studies on synthetic and real images and the studies of error measures suggest that
when actual boundaries have smooth, curved features, DMS is typically able to recover contours that better resemble the actual boundaries. Three different quantitative error measures were used in the studies: Length Ratio Error measure (LRE),
Area Ratio Error measure (AE) and Curvature Error measure (CE). With LRE and
ARE, DMS exhibits larger error than MS does, except for cases with pointy concaved
features, suggesting that DMS can be a good candidate for length or area measure
when the actual boundary contains such features. With CE, DMS exhibits smaller
error than MS does, suggesting that DMS is a more suitable algorithm for smooth,
curved feature recovery.
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(a) Square

(b) Rectangle

(c) L-shape 1

(d) L-shape 2

(e) Star 1

(f) Star 2

(g) Bowtie 1

(h) Bowtie 2

Figure 4.8: Synthetic Image Results (Sharp Corner Boundaries): MS vs. DMS
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Figure 4.9: Enterprise Image Results: DMS vs. MS

Figure 4.10: Cloud Image Results: DMS vs. MS
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CHAPTER 5

FINE FEATURE SENSITIVE MARCHING SQUARES

In this chapter, an extended Marching Squares algorithm produced for the dissertation research is described. This algorithm, called Fine Feature Sensitive Marching Squares (FFS-MS), focuses on preserving fine-scale features that are often recovered incorrectly by standard MS. FFS-MS is an analogue of Volume Preserving
Marching Cubes (VPMC) [29].

5.1

Overview and Background

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the standard MC algorithm often does not accurately recover fine features (such as small or narrow enclosed regions) when it processes
volume data. Specifically, it heavily reduces fine features. This issue is mainly caused
by MC’s interpolation process. This process can result in the isocontour having a
smaller enclosed area than the area enclosed by the actual boundary. Sometimes, it
can completely fail to recover some fine features. VPMC (developed by Kaneko et
al.) produces isocontours with better defined fine features than MC does.
A 2D example of the loss of a fine feature in a synthetic image is shown in
Figure 5.1. In this figure, there is a circular object inside a four-cell grid. The circular
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object has a radius of 0.5 unit and is centered at the black (filled) vertex. The actual
boundary of the circular object is drawn in solid blue. The circular object has a
uniform intensity of 100 against a background of intensity 0. Therefore, the unit
square whose center is the black (filled) vertex is 78.5% occupied by the object (i.e.,
the data value at the black (filled) vertex is 78.5). All other vertices (marked as hollow
white) have a data value of 0. If we apply MS on this grid, and if we use the isovalue
of 50, MS finds the intersection locations on the four edges (intersected by the circular
object’s boundary) at 0.36 units away from the center of the circular object. Then, it
connects the intersection locations to form the isocontour (drawn in red solid lines).
The area enclosed by MS’s isocontour is 0.263. Comparing to the area of the circle,
0.785, the contour recovered by MS only encloses about one-third of the actual area.
If standard MS uses a higher isovalue (e.g., 80), it can completely miss the isocontour
since all cells will be considered Case 0 cells (i.e., all cells will have a data value below
the isovalue). If a smaller isovalue is used, the area enclosed by the isocontour will be
larger, but if there is any noise in the image then the MS contour will include some
fine features that aren’t present in the actual boundary. This issue has two causes.
First, MS finds intersection locations incorrectly (for occupancy boundaries) in its use
of linear interpolation. Second, MS is unable to produce arc edges to approximate
circular shapes.
In Figure 5.2, we show an example of such phenomenon on a real image of
a precision-made ball bearing of diameter 0.5625 inches (precise to within 0.0002
inches). This image was captured with a digital camera such that the diameter of the
ball bearing exactly corresponds to three pixel units in size. Since the exact location
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Figure 5.1: Inaccurate Isocontour Recovered by MS: A Synthetic Scenario

of the ball bearing’s center is unknown here, that location is approximated as the
centroid of the MS isocontour vertices (shown as a black dot). In the original image,
a support for the ball bearing cast a shadow to the upper right corner. To address
this, a single pixel (marked with a light blue X) in the shadow area was set to match
a value in the unshadowed background. The probable contour of the ball bearing is
shown in solid blue, and the contour recovered by MS is shown in solid red. The
contour recovered by MS encloses an area of 5.804 while the actual contour encloses
an area of 7.069.
Returning to volume data, the VPMC algorithm addresses the issue of fine
feature loss in standard MC by utilizing an on-the-fly virtual adjustment to the data
values when it finds inaccurately recovered boundaries (i.e., when the volume enclosed
by the recovered contour likely differs greatly from the actual volume). VPMC adjusts
the nearby data values and uses the adjusted values to produce a new isocontour. This
process is repeated until an optimal result is achieved.
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Figure 5.2: Inaccurate Isocontour Recovered by MS: A Real Scenario

As an analogue of VPMC on image data, the FFS-MS developed in this dissertation research recovers contours that enclose an area closer to the area enclosed
by the actual boundary than standard MS does.
Next, FFS-MS is described in detail.

5.2

FFS-MS: Algorithm

FFS-MS has the following processing steps. These steps are similar to VPMC’s
processing steps.
1. FFS-MS marks each vertex in each grid cell with a “1” (if the value at that
vertex is greater than or equal to the isovalue) or a “0” (if the value at that vertex is
less than the isovalue). This step is identical to the standard MS.
2. FFS-MS determines the topological case for each grid cell based on its
markings. FFS-MS uses the same look-up table as does standard MS.
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3. FFS-MS calculates the locations of any intersections of the isocontour with
the grid cell edges using linear interpolation. This step is identical to standard MS.
4. For cells that have topological cases 1 to 14, FFS-MS connects the intersection locations as standard MS does. However, while standard MS at this step outputs
the edges that connect the intersection locations, FFS-MS only produces these edges
virtually.
5. In each grid cell, FFS-MS does a sequence of operations. In the sequence,
FFS-MS first estimates data values for each grid cell vertex by assuming the contour
recovered in Step 4 is the actual boundary inside the grid cell. It then hypothesizes
that the space within the recovered contour is the space occupied by the actual object.
Next, it estimates the percentage of each grid cell that is occupied by the object (i.e.,
it calculates the area size of the part of the grid cell that is inside the recovered
contour and determines what percentage this inside area size is over the grid cell
size). This assumed percentage of occupancy is then multiplied with the maximum
value of the object. This product is then taken as the estimated value. For example,
if the maximum value of the object is 100, and if a cell is fully occupied, the estimated
value of this cell is 100.
6. FFS-MS compares the estimated value and the original value (i.e., the
input data values) at each grid cell vertex. If the difference between them exceeds
a threshold, τ , FFS-MS considers the isocontour near that vertex to be inaccurate,
and the vertex is labelled “adjust.” (We have empirically tested several τ values. It
appears that τ values between 5.0 and 8.0 are typically reasonable for digital camera
captured, 8-bit grayscale images. Using a τ value greater than 10.0 tends to yield poor
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FFS-MS results, and a τ value less than 5.0 requires much longer FFS-MS processing
time. More details are given in Section 5.3.)
7. For each grid cell vertex labelled “adjust,” if the estimated value is smaller
than the original value, then FFS-MS adds a small constant, , to the original data
value and stores all of these, forming a new grid (of adjusted values). If the estimated
value is larger than the original value, FFS-MS subtracts the same small constant,
, from the original value. The new values are called adjusted values. The value
of  is smaller than τ and is determined prior to processing. (We have empirically
tested  values ranging from 1.0 to 5.0. While optimal values vary between datasets,
it appears that a value of 2.0 is a reasonable value for digital camera captured, 8-bit
grayscale images when the value of τ is 5.0, and a value of 5.0 is reasonable when τ
is 8.0. More details are given in Section 5.3.)
8. FFS-MS produces a new isocontour on the grid of adjusted values. Then, it
repeats Steps 5 to 8 until a termination condition is met. Ideally, FFS-MS terminates
when the estimated values become the same as the original values. However, for performance considerations, FFS-MS terminates when a maximum number of iterations
is reached or when there are no data value adjustments in a pass. We note that
the value of  has a big impact on how many iterations the process will take before
FFS-MS terminates. The  value seems inversely related to the number of iterations.
In our experiments, the maximum number of iterations is set to 10 iterations. We
have found that, with most test images (especially with images smaller or equal to
16 × 16), the process finishes before the maximum number of iterations is reached.
9. FFS-MS outputs the final contour.
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5.3

FFS-MS: Results, Comparison and Analysis

In this section, we present a comparison of FFS-MS results to standard MS
results. We focus on images containing objects with fine features. First, we show
results of applying FFS-MS and standard MS on synthetic and real images. (With
these synthetic images, since the maximum data value is 100, we used τ = 5.0 and
 = 2.0. Values smaller than these greatly increased the number of iterations without
producing results that were significantly better. With these real images, since the
maximum data value is 255, we used τ = 8.0 and  = 5.0.) Then, we show error
analyses of FFS-MS versus standard MS.

5.3.1

FFS-MS: Image Results
In this subsection, we first show some results for two synthetic images con-

taining small objects and fine features (e.g., narrow gaps and small circular shapes).
In each image, the object has a uniform intensity of 100 and the background has a
uniform intensity of 0. Figure 5.3 shows the two synthetic images (Small Circle and
Small 4 Petal Rose (we note that these two images are not the ones we have used in
Chapter 4)) and the boundary of the objects. The object in Figure 5.3(a) is a small
circle that has a radius of 1. The size of this image is 4 × 4. The object in Figure
5.3(b) is a small 4 petal rose (defined by a polar equation ρ = cos(2θ), where x =
ρ cos(θ) and y = ρ sin(θ)). The size of this image is 7 × 7. The images are displayed
at the left of each subfigure and the actual object boundaries are displayed at the
right of each subfigure. We note that since FFS-MS is a new MS extension, and
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there is no existing MS extension, to our knowledge, that focuses on recovering fine
features, the comparison is only done against MS.

(a) Small Circle

(b) Small 4 Petal Rose

Figure 5.3: Synthetic Images and the Actual Boundaries of the Objects

Figure 5.4 shows two results (for isovalues 50 and 80) of applying FFS-MS and
standard MS on the Small Circle image shown in Figure 5.3(a). The actual boundary
of the circle is shown in black. The recovered contours produced by FFS-MS are
shown in red and the ones produced by standard MS are shown in green. In Figure
5.4(a), we show the results for isovalue 50. The contour recovered by FFS-MS better
resembles the actual boundary of the circle than the contour recovered by standard
MS does. In Figure 5.4(b), we show the results for isovalue 80. In this instance, MS
completely failed to recover a contour since the isovalue exceeds all data values in the
dataset (the maximum data value in this image is 78.5), while FFS-MS successfully
recovered a contour that well-resembles the actual boundary.
Figure 5.5 shows the results of applying FFS-MS and standard MS on the
Small 4 Petal Rose image (for isovalue 50). This figure uses the same color coding
as Figure 5.4. In this figure, MS completely missed the concave area between each
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pair of adjacent petals. It produced straight lines instead. FFS-MS here produced
contours that better resemble the contours of these concave areas.

(a) α = 50 result

(b) α = 80 result

Figure 5.4: MS vs. FFS-MS for Small Circle image

Figure 5.5: MS vs. FFS-MS for Small 4 Petal Rose image

Next, we show results for three real images with fine features. These images
are shown in Figure 5.6. The images are (1) a part of a male moth’s antenna with
long, fine hair (in Figure 5.6(a) taken from [54], image size 170 × 147, called Male
Moth Antenna) and (2) a neuron cell with long, thin dendrites (in Figure 5.6(b) taken
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from [6], image size 493 × 392, called Neuron Cell 1) and (3) another neuron cell with
long, thin dendrites (in Figure 5.6(c) taken from [6], image size 512 × 512, called
Neuron Cell 2).

(a) Male Moth Antenna

(b) Neuron Cell 1

(c) Neuron Cell 2

Figure 5.6: Real Images

(a) MS result

(b) FFS-MS result

Figure 5.7: MS vs. FFS-MS for Male Moth Antenna
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(a) MS result

(b) FFS-MS result

Figure 5.8: MS vs. FFS-MS for Neuron Cell 1

Figures 5.7 to 5.9 show results of applying standard MS and FFS-MS to these
images (for isovalues of 110 in Figure 5.7 and 90 in Figures 5.8 and 5.9). (These
results are also reported in our journal paper [22]). In these figures, the contours
recovered by standard MS are shown in green, and the contours recovered by FFSMS are shown in red. In addition, there are some yellow arrows placed at locations
where FFS-MS recovered contours that well-resemble the actual boundaries, which
were also locations where standard MS recovered the contours poorly or completely
failed to recover the contours.
For example, in the Figure 5.7, MS produced disconnected regions near each
yellow arrow marker while FFS-MS produced mostly connected regions at these
marked places, more closely resembling the shape of the actual object.
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(a) MS result

(b) FFS-MS result

Figure 5.9: MS vs. FFS-MS for Neuron Cell 2

In Figures 5.8 and 5.9, the dendrites (i.e., the long tail-like objects that extend
out from the cell body) are mostly missed by MS (especially those narrow, thin parts
of dendrites that are further away from the cell body). In these figures, while FFS-MS
did not recover boundaries that are completely enclosing the dendrites, it included
more dendrite features than did MS. Figure 5.8(b) also shows an example of FFSMS’s limitation, where the blue frame highlights a fine feature (i.e., a dendrite) that
FFS-MS was not able to recover (nor was standard MS).
We note that around noise pixels and/or pixels with values that are only
slightly different than surrounding pixels (e.g., in the lower part of the Neuron Cell 2
image), FFS-MS produced contours due to its sensitivity in detecting the differences in
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the data values (while MS did not). The choice of isovalue can affect this sensitivity.
An isovalue that is too high causes MS to miss the contour completely, while an
isovalue that is too low likely leads to false contours near noisy parts of an image.

5.3.2

FFS-MS: Error Analysis
In this subsection, we present a comparative analysis of the FFS-MS results

against standard MS’s results. Here, we introduce two error measurements used in
the analysis: contour length error and enclosed area error. These errors are measured
for applying FFS-MS (and standard MS) on a collection of synthetic images: Circle,
4-Petal Rose, Limacon, Ellipse, Square, Rectangle, L-shaped, Star 1, Star 2, Bow
Tie 1 and Bow Tie 2. These images are identical to the synthetic images used and
described in Section 3.3. In the analysis reported here, we used isocontours associated
with isovalue 50 for each image.

5.3.2.1

Contour Length Error Measurement

To determine the accuracy of the contour length, we use the contour length
ratio, RL , of the recovered contour length, Lc , to the actual boundary length, La :

RL = Lc /La ,

(5.1)

Ideally (i.e., when the recovered contour is identical to the actual boundary),
RL is equal to the value of 1.0. Otherwise, RL values close to 1.0 indicate that the
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Table 5.1: MS vs. FFS: Contour Length Ratio Error
Dataset
Circle
4-Petal Rose
Limacon
3-Petal Rose
4-Petal Rose (lower resolution)
Ellipse
Square
Rectangle
L-shaped (axis aligned)
L-shaped (non-axis aligned)
Star 1
Star 2
Bow Tie 1
Bow Tie 2

RL (MS)
1.001
0.807
1.120
0.948
0.775
0.998
0.947
0.917
0.889
0.865
0.703
0.453
0.801
0.765

RL (FFS-MS)
1.003
0.953
1.134
0.983
0.909
1.009
0.975
0.956
0.956
0.925
0.803
0.853
0.892
0.924

recovered contour is close in length to the actual boundary. The closer to 1.0 these
are, the better.
We present the RL values of FFS-MS and standard MS for each synthetic
image in Table 5.1. In this table, 11 of 14 contours recovered by FFS-MS have a RL
value closer to 1 than the MS contours do. Specifically, FFS-MS does significantly
better when there are narrow, concave features present in the image (e.g., 4-Petal
Rose and Star 2).

5.3.2.2

Enclosed Area Error Measurement

To determine the accuracy of the area enclosed by the contours, we use the
ratio, RA , of the area enclosed by a recovered contour, Ac , to the area enclosed by
the actual boundary, Aa :
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Table 5.2: MS vs. FFS: Area Ratio Error
Dataset
Circle
4-Petal Rose
Limacon
3-Petal Rose
4-Petal Rose (lower resolution)
Ellipse
Square
Rectangle
L shaped (axis aligned)
L shaped (non-axis aligned)
Star 1
Star 2
Bow Tie 1
Bow Tie 2

RA (MS)
0.992
0.982
0.989
0.934
0.983
0.992
0.991
0.960
0.946
0.942
0.799
0.866
0.794
0.866

RA = Ac /Aa ,

RA (FFS-MS)
0.994
0.955
0.990
0.907
0.949
1.005
0.998
0.965
0.974
0.993
0.931
1.006
0.817
0.979

(5.2)

Ideally (i.e., when the recovered contour is identical to the actual boundary),
both the contour and the boundary enclose the same area and RA is equal to the
value of 1.0. Otherwise, the closer to 1.0 the RA values are, the closer the recovered
contour is to enclosing an area equal to the area enclosed by the actual boundary.
We present the RA values of FFS-MS and standard MS for each synthetic
image in Table 5.2. In this table, 11 of 14 contours recovered by FFS-MS have a RA
value closer to 1.0 than the MS contours do. In these results, MS produces a smaller
contour (i.e., encloses an area smaller than the actual area enclosed) when the area
has a convex shape (i.e., even if there are no fine features present (e.g., for Circle and
Ellipse)); FFS-MS does better with these convex shapes.
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5.3.3

FFS-MS: Quantitative Error Analysis
Here, we describe a study of quantitative accuracy of standard MS vs. FFS-MS

on real images. This study involves counting fine features in the recovered contours in
application on 11 neuron cell images that contain dendrite features (example of these
images are shown in Figures 5.6(b) and 5.6(c)). For each image, isovalues around 100
were used, as empirical testing on several isovalues found that an isovalue around 100
would produce best results (i.e., best-appearing isocontours).
After the contours were recovered, we manually counted two aspects of the
number of fine features, considering each full dendrite to constitute a single fine
feature in these recovered contours for both standard MS and FFS-MS. The first
aspect was: for each image, we counted the percentage of fine features that were fully
recovered by (1) FFS-MS and (2) by standard MS. The second aspect was: for each
image, we counted the percentage of fine features that were partially recovered by (1)
FFS-MS and (2) by standard MS. We report these percentages in our quantitative
accuracy study. In addition, we considered, for each feature that is recovered (fully
or partially) by both algorithms, which algorithm recovered it better (i.e., closer to
what appeared to be the actual boundary based on visual observation of the images).
Among the features recovered by both algorithms, we counted the number of features
that are recovered better by FFS-MS, and we determine the percentage (i.e., ratio)
of such features over the number of features recovered by both algorithms for our
quantitative accuracy study.
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Table 5.3: Quantitative Error Analysis: FFS-MS vs. MS
Image
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Total

Feature
Counts
13
18
46
22
25
25
37
20
8
30
18
262

MS
Fully
3 (23.1%)
9 (50%)
3 (6.5%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
9 (30%)
2 (11.1%)
26 (9.9%)

FFS-MS

Partially
7 (53.8%)
4 (22.2%)
16 (34.8%)
5 (22.7%)
5 (20%)
5 (20%)
4 (10.8%)
6 (30%)
1 (12.5%)
10 (33.3%)
8 (44.5%)
71 (37.0%)

Fully
5 (38.5%)
13 (72.2%)
9 (19.6%)
9 (40.9%)
2 (8%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
1 (12.5%)
19 (63.3%)
4 (22.2%)
62 (23.7%)

Partially
5 (38.5%)
5 (27.8%)
26(56.6%)
3 (13.6%)
13 (52%)
16 (64%)
4 (10.8%)
12 (60%)
5 (62.5%)
3 (10%)
10 (55.6)%
102 (62.6%)

Better
4 (40%)
7 (53.9%)
19 (100%)
5 (100%)
5 (100%)
5 (100%)
4 (100%)
6 (100%)
1 (100%)
16 (84.2%)
7 (70%)
79 (81.4%)

We present a summary of the quantitative accuracy study results in Table
5.3. In the studied images, FFS-MS fully recovered about 24% of the fine features
while MS fully recovered about 10% of the fine features. Also, FFS-MS partially
recovered about 63% of the fine features while MS recovered only 37% of them. In
total (i.e., fully and partially), FFS-MS recovered 87% of the fine features while MS
only recovered 47% of them; FFS-MS captured most of the fine features while MS
missed most of them. About 81% of the features that were recovered by both FFSMS and MS were recovered better by FFS-MS. Moreover, for 9 out of the 11 images,
FFS-MS recovered more features than MS did. In 10 out of 11 images, over half of
the features MS recovered were recovered better by FFS-MS.
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5.3.4

Computational Performance
In this subsection, we describe experiments performed in this dissertation re-

search to determine the processing times of FFS-MS versus standard MS. These tests
were done with both codes written in C and compiled with Visual Studio 2003 in debug mode running on a 2.8 GHz Intel i7 860 CPU with 4 cores and 16GB RAM (the
machine is loaded) using 5 1920 ×1080 microscopic images containing fine features
(e.g., a close-up of the hair around a dog’s nose). These images are from Wallpaper
Cave [1] and they are not used for any experiments reported earlier in this dissertation. We used isovalues between 100 and 120 for these images. The average processing
times on this CPU were 0.039 seconds for standard MS and 1.301 seconds for FFS-MS.
FFS-MS does have a processing speed cost in order to better recover contours.

5.4

Conclusion

We have described an extension of the standard MS called Fine Feature Sensitive Marching Squares (FFS-MS) in this chapter. It is the 2D analogue of Volume
Preserving Marching Cubes. FFS-MS uses an iterative approach where it compares
the data values estimated from the recovered contour to the actual data and then
adjust the values. FFS-MS recovers fine features better than does standard MS.
In this chapter, we have also presented some error analyses that compared the
contour length and the area enclosed. FFS-MS produces contours that are closer to
the actual boundary in length than does MS. FFS-MS also produces contours that
enclose an area closer to the area enclosed by the actual boundaries, especially for
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small, narrow regions, than does MS. In addition, FFS-MS recovers a higher count of
fine features than MS does.
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CHAPTER 6

SPEEDLINES

In this chapter, we describe a technique that automatically generates mangastyle speedlines for motion visualization that was created in the dissertation research.
The technique generates speedlines that mimick the speedline style of Osamu Tezuka,
in particular, from the first volume of his manga “Black Jack.”
The technique detects simple 2D motion (i.e., a single 2D rotation or 2D
translation) of a contour that is moving over time and then generates speedlines to
visualize that motion. Our vision for this technique is visualizing isocontours that
are moving over time.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.1, two works utilized in our
technique are described. Then, in Section 6.2, Osamu Tezuka’s speedline style (in
the first volume of “Black Jack”) is described. How his speedline style was quantified
is also described in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3, the automatic speedline generation
technique is introduced. Section 6.4 shows motion visualization results using those
speedlines. Results analysis is also included in the section. Section 6.5 concludes the
chapter.
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6.1

Overview and Background

In this section, two methods that we use in our speedline generation technique
are described. First, the θ − s curve method [61], a 2D object registration technique
that is used to detect simple 2D rotations and find rotation angles, is described. Then,
the Gupta-Sproull algorithm [25], an anti-aliasing line drawing algorithm that is used
to draw our speedlines in the motion visualizations, is described.

6.1.1

The θ − s Curve Method
The θ − s curve method describes a given contour using θ and s. θ denotes the

angle between two vectors: the vector from the contour centroid (denoted by Co ) to
a starting pixel on the contour, and the vector from the contour centroid to another
pixel, Pi , on the contour. s denotes the length of the contour segment between the
starting point and Pi . The tuple, (θ, s), is viewed as a point in the θ − s space, a 2D
coordinate space whose horizontal axis is s and whose vertical axis is θ. Each pixel
Pi on the contour is represented as a point (θi , si ) in the θ − s space. The collection
of points that represent all the pixels (in a clockwise order) on the contour form a
curve in the θ − s space. This curve describes this contour.
The θ − s method takes the following steps to produce its contour description:

1. Some pixel P1 on the given contour is chosen as the starting pixel. (The choice
of P1 does not affect the final registration result.)
2. Starting from P1 , the method sequentially visits every pixel in a clockwise order
on the contour.
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3. For each pixel Pi on the contour, the method calculates the tuple (θi , si ) that
−−−→
−−→
represents it. θi is the angle between Co P1 and Co Pi . si is the contour segment
length when travelling clockwise from P1 to Pi .
4. Once the method has visited all pixels on the contour, connecting the collection
of tuples (θ1 , s1 ), (θ2 , s2 ),...,(θN , sN ) with line segments (in a clockwise order)
forms the θ − s curve, which describes the given contour.

Simple 2D rotation of a contour changes the θ values of its θ − s curve in the
θ − s space (i.e., as the contour rotates, its θ − s curve translates along the θ axis
in the θ − s space). Therefore, a contour’s θ − s curve can be used to determine the
angle it was rotated by calculating how far its θ − s curve has translated along the θ
axis in the θ − s space. Simple 2D rotation does not change the s values of a contour’s
θ − s curve.
To determine the angle of rotation of a given contour, the θ − s curve, denoted
by Cs that describes the contour’s initial phase is generated. Then, for the rotated
contour, the θ − s curve, denoted by Ce that describes the contour’s ending phase is
generated. Then, a part of Ce , denoted by Cp , is taken and slid along the s axis until
it matches the shape of a part of Cs . Cp is then slid up or down along the θ axis until
it positionally overlaps with that matching part found on Cs . The signed distance
that Cp was slid along the θ axis is the angle of rotation of the contour.
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6.1.2

Gupta-Sproull Anti Aliasing Algorithm
The Gupta-Sproull anti-aliasing algorithm is a scan-conversion algorithm that

anti-aliases a given line by determining how the pixels on (and near) the line should
be colored.
Given a line segment a × x + b × y + c = 0 from (x0 , y0 ) to (x1 , y1 ) (where
x0 ≤ x ≤ x1 and y0 ≤ y ≤ y1 ) such that a/b ≤ 1.0, the algorithm finds the yi
value of this line segment at each integer xi between x0 and x1 . Then, this algorithm
determines the Euclidean distance from each point (xi , yi ) to the pixel at (xi , byi c).
The closer pixel (xi , byi c) is to point (xi , yi ), the higher intensity the algorithm colors
it with (i.e., if the Euclidean distance is 0.0, pixel (xi , byi c) is colored at maximum
intensity). The algorithm also determines the Euclidean distance from each point
(xi , yi ) to the pixel at (xi , dyi e). The closer pixel (xi , dyi e) is to point (xi , yi ), the
higher intensity the algorithm colors it with. For lines with a/b > 1.0, the algorithm
finds the xi values of the line segment at each integer yi between y0 and y1 instead.
Then, it determines the Euclidean distance from each point (xi , yi ) to the pixels at
(bxi c, yi ) and (dxi e, yi ) and color each pixel according to its distance (i.e., the closer
a pixel is to point (xi , yi ), the higher intensity it’s colored with).

6.2

Osamu Tezuka’s Speedlines

In this section, our study to determine the artistic characteristics of Tezuka’s
speedlines in the first volume of “Black Jack” are described. First, his speedline vari-
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ation and style are described in Section 6.2.1. Then, the way the statistical features
of his speedlines were quantified by the dissertation research study is described.

6.2.1

Tezuka’s Speedline Variation, Style and Characteristics
Our examination of the Tezuka art found that the only speedline variation

that Tezuka used in the first volume of “Black Jack” was clustered speedlines. He
did not use flow ribbons, and he did not combine his speedlines with motion blur.
In “Black Jack”, the speedlines are thin and their thickness is quite uniform.
They are also smooth. The spacings between the speedlines are small. The length of
these speedlines (i.e., the ones that are associated with one moving object) does not
vary much.
We have observed four types of artifacts in his speedlines: speedlines that break
in the middle (gapped lines); speedlines with bent tails (hooked tails); speedlines with
ends consisting of multiple dots or very short lines, possibly due to ink pen running
out of ink (dotted tails); and ink dots between speedlines (inkdots).
Next, we describe how we quantified properties of these artifacts.

6.2.2

Quantifying Tezuka’s Speedline Style
To quantify the artistic style of Tezuka’s speedlines, we manually collected

the following data from 11 frames from the first volume of “Black Jack”: (1) the
number of speedlines in each frame, (2) the number of speedlines associated with
each moving object, (3) the length of each speedline, (4) the number of gapped lines,
(5) the number of hooked tails, (6) the number of dotted tails and (7) the number of
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inkdots. The page and frame number, the number of speedlines in each frame, and
the numbers of artifacts in each frame are shown in Table 6.1. The total speedline
number, the total speedline length, speedlines per object, and the total numbers of
artifacts are reported in Table 6.2.
Page No.
6
10
10
24
25
28
37
51
67
82
279

Frame No.
3
3
5
4
3
3
7
1
5
1
9

Speedline
88
8
55
51
16
16
28
10
22
40
15

Gapped Lines
8
0
1
2
1
0
0
0
2
4
0

Hooked Tails
4
0
0
4
3
0
0
0
4
0
1

Dotted Tails
5
0
2
4
1
0
0
2
0
4
4

Inkdots
6
0
3
0
0
0
4
0
4
3
0

Table 6.1: Characteristic Counts of Tezuka’s Speedlines, by Frame

Total Lines
349
Total Hooked Tails
16

Total Length
7074(mm)
Total Dotted Tails
22

Speedline per Obj.
23.2
Total Inkdots
20

Total Gapped Lines
18

Table 6.2: Characteristic Summaries of Tezuka’s Speedline

We also calculated how frequently each type of these characteristics, which are
artifacts, including gapped lines, hooked tails, dotted tails and inkdots, occurred in
Tezuka’s speedlines. The frequency of each artifact type is expressed as the ratio of
the total counts of each artifact over the total number of speedlines. These ratios are
denoted by Rg , Rh , Rd and Ri , respectively. Table 6.3 reports these frequencies.
In next section, we describe how we generate our speedlines.
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Artifact Type
Frequency Ratio

Gapped Lines
0.052

Hooked Tails
0.046

Dotted Tails
0.063

Inkdots
0.057

Table 6.3: Artifacts’ Frequencies in Tezuka’s Speedline

6.3

Our Speedline Generation Technique

This section first describes the assumptions that our speedline generation technique has. Then, it describes the speedline variation and style that our technique uses.
Next, the steps our technique takes to generate speedlines are described.

6.3.1

Assumptions
In this subsection we list the assumption made by the technique. The purpose

of these assumptions is to put the focus of our technique on generating speedlines
and mimicking Tezuka’s speedline style. (While techniques such as motion detection
and anti-aliasing are involved in our technique, these are not the main focus of our
research.) These assumptions are: (1) for each visualization only one object is moving,
(2) the moving object’s initial phase and ending phase are known, (3) the moving
object’s contours are known (i.e., we have all vertex coordinates of the contours), (4)
the object only has a single type of 2D movement (e.g., the object only rotates in 2D
once), (5) the rotation is circular (i.e., along the arc of a circle), (7) the rotation is
between 0 and 180 degrees, (8) the object does not self rotate (i.e., it does not rotate
around its centroid while rotating) and (9) the shape of the object does not change
while moving.
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6.3.2

Speedline Variation and Style of Our Technique
To mimick Tezuka’s speedlines appearance, our speedline generation technique

generates clusters of dense, thin (i.e., about 3 pixels wide) speedlines. Like Tezuka’s
speedlines, the thickness and length of these speedlines do not vary. The speedlines
are smooth as are Tezuka’s speedlines.
We note that in our speedline cluster, the tail side (i.e., the side that is closer
to the initial phase of the contour) is denser (i.e., the width of the cluster is smaller)
than the head side (i.e., the side that is closer to the ending phase of the object).
This is a common practice among manga artists (Tezuka included) and its purpose
is to distinguish the start and the end of motions.
Our technique also generates similar types of artifacts exhibited in Tezuka’s
speedlines. It uses the artifact frequencies shown in Table 6.3 as the frequencies of
artifacts appearing in the generated speedlines.

6.3.3

Generating Speedlines
This subsection describes how our speedline generation technique generates

speedlines.
First, the technique determines the motion. With the moving object’s initial
phase and ending phase contours (i.e., contour vertex coordinates are known), the
technique determines the centroid, Cs , of the contour at the initial phase and the
centroid, Ce , of the contour at the ending phase. Then, the technique utilizes the θ −s
method and generates θ − s curves for the two contours. The technique determines
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the angle of rotation of the object by finding the translation along the θ axis of
the matching parts of the two curves in θ − s space. If the angle of rotation is
not 0 degrees, the technique determines that the object has a 2D rotating motion.
The technique then finds the center, O, of the circular rotation using the angle of
rotation and the two centroids (Cs and Ce ) (i.e., the technique first considers that
the two centroids are on the circle and the angle of rotation is the angle the arc
between the two centroids makes at O, then it solves for O). The technique draws
speedlines that approximate a collection of circular arcs whose center is at O and
whose radius is the distance between O and Ce . If, however, the angle of rotation is
0, the technique determines that the object has a 2D translating motion instead. The
amount of translation is determined by calculating the displacement between Cs and
Ce . Speedlines illustrating a translation motion are drawn as straight lines.
Then, the technique determines, for each visualization, the number of speedlines to draw. We have experimented with different numbers of speedlines and determined empirically that the optimal (i.e., similar to Tezuka’s speedline clusters)
number is between 5 and 20 for the 75 pixel × 90 pixel object that is used in our
speedline experiments (more details about this object are described in Section 6.3).
A cluster containing less than 5 speedlines does not resemble Tezuka’s speedline style
well, and a cluster containing more than 20 speedlines is too wide for the size of the
object.
Next, for each speedline, the technique determines whether or not to include
an artifact. For each type of artifact, the technique first generates a random number
(from a uniform distribution between 0.0 and 1.0). If this random number is less
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than or equal to this artifact’s frequency ratio, then that artifact is added. For a
gapped line artifact, the technique creates a gap by first drawing one portion of that
speedline and then skipping a small, blank space before drawing the other portion
of the speedline. The location of the gap (i.e., the small, blank area) is randomly
chosen along the speedline. For a hooked tail artifact, the technique adds a small
line segment (about 5 pixels long) at the tail side of a speedline, and the small line
segment is oriented at 45 degrees away from the speedline. For a dotted tail artifact,
the technique draws the tail as a short, dotted line segment at the tail side of the
speedline. For an inkdot artifact, the technique adds a point at a random location
near the speedline (i.e., no more than 5 pixels away). An example of the four types
of artifacts that the technique generates is shown in Figure 6.1.

(a) Gapped Line

(b) Hooked Tail

(c) Dotted Tail

(d) Inkdot

Figure 6.1: Speedlines: Artifacts

Finally, the technique draws the speedlines using the Gupta-Sproull anti aliasing algorithm.
We note that we have introduced randomness in our speedline positions (i.e.,
after the locations of a speedline’s head and tail are determined, small, random offsets
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(a) From Bottom Left to
Top Right

(b) From Bottom Right to
Top Left

Figure 6.2: Speedlines: 2D Translations

are added to the locations) so the speedlines appear more natural (i.e., visually similar
to hand drawn lines).

6.4

Results and Analysis

In this section, motion visualizations with speedlines generated by the technique are presented. An analysis of the results is also presented.
The visualizations show contours of a moving L-shaped object (of size 75 by
90 pixels). This object’s contour is drawn in solid black. For each visualization, the
object contour’s initial phase and ending phase are known. Both contours are drawn.
In each visualization, the speedlines are drawn as a collection of red lines.
Two example motion visualization using our speedlines to depict 2D translations are shown in Figure 6.2. This figure shows two translation motions: from
bottom left to top right (Figure 6.2(a)) and from bottom right to top left (Figure
6.2(b)).
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Four example motion visualizations using our speedlines to depict 2D rotations
are shown Figure 6.3. This figure shows four rotation motions: 30 degrees (Figure
6.3(a)), 60 degrees (Figure 6.3(b)), 75 degrees (Figure 6.3(c)) and 135 degrees (Figure
6.3(d)), respectively.
Figures 6.4 and 6.5 present some speedline-based visualizations depicting 2D
rotations in one rotation angle but with different ending positions (i.e., different
circular rotation center). Each visualization also contains different artifacts. For
example, Figure 6.4 (b) contains two dotted tails, and Figure 6.5 contains two gapped
lines.
Figures 6.6 and 6.7 present some speedline-based visualizations depicting 2D
rotations in one rotation angle and one ending position (i.e., same circular rotation
center) but with one visualization containing a small number of speedlines (i.e., about
6 speedlines) and the other visualization containing a moderate number of speedlines
(i.e., more than 15 speedlines).
We have also applied the technique to illustrate objects moving in the y-z plane
and in the x-z plane. However, since the view plane is the x-y plane, 2D speedlines on
other planes are not as visually pleasing and do not convey motion as well. Therefore,
we do not show any speedline results for y-z plane and x-z plane motions here.

6.4.1

Speedline Results Analysis
Next, some experiments that allow analyzing the speedline generation tech-

nique are described. These experiments consider the speedlines generated for 6 different rotations (of 30 degrees, 42.3 degrees, 60 degrees, 90 degrees, 120 degrees and
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(a) 30 Degree Rotation

(b) 60 Degree Rotation

(c) 75 Degree Rotation

(d) 135 Degree Rotation

Figure 6.3: Speedlines: 2D Rotations
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(a) Position 1

(b) Position 2

(c) Position 3

(d) Position 4

Figure 6.4: Speedlines: Different End Position, 30 Degree Rotation

152.6 degrees). For each rotation, we generated 30 visualizations with speedlines.
In each one, we recorded the number of speedlines generated, the average speedline
length, and the number of each type of artifacts. A summary of these results are
shown in Table 6.4.
Table 6.5 presents a summary of how frequently each type of artifact occurred
in these experiments (versus how frequently they occurred in Tezuka’s speedlines).
The frequencies here were computed as the ratio of total count of each type of artifact
to the total number of speedlines. The frequency of each type of artifact in our
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(a) Position 1

(b) Position 2

(c) Position 3

(d) Position 4

Figure 6.5: Speedlines: Different End Position, 90 Degree Rotation

Rotation
Deg.

30
42.3
60
90
120
152.6
Total

Total Number of Speedlines

343
348
367
323
354
361
2096

Avg.
Length

286.44
453.54
682.45
1066.33
1466.483
1905.12
981.80

Total Number of Artifacts

Gapped
Lines
24
14
20
19
15
23
115

Hooked
Tails
14
19
23
21
15
28
120

Table 6.4: Speedline Experiments Summary
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Dotted
Tails
29
25
26
19
21
21
141

Ink
Dots
22
17
19
23
27
22
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(a) Less Speedlines

(b) More Speedlines

Figure 6.6: Different Speedline Numbers: 30 Degree Rotation

(a) Less Speedlines

(b) More Speedlines

Figure 6.7: Different Speedline Numbers: 90 Degree Rotation

speedlines is close to that in Tezuka’s speedlines. We note that such closeness is only
based on counts, not based on human impressions.

6.5

Conclusion

We have described a novel 2D speedline generation technique in this chapter.
This technique generates speedlines that aim to mimick the artistic style of Osamu
Tezuka’s speedlines (which were also quantified statistically in this dissertation re-
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Artifact Type
Gapped Lines
Hooked Tails
Dotted Tails
Ink Dots

In Our Speedlines
0.055
0.057
0.067
0.062

In Tezuka’s Speedlines
0.052
0.046
0.063
0.057

Table 6.5: Frequency of Artifacts: Our Speedlines vs. Tezuka’s Speedlines

search). This technique detects simple 2D motions automatically and then generates
speedlines depicting the detected 2D motion. This technique also generates artifacts
in the speedlines. The frequency of artifacts in speedlines that the technique generates
is close to that of Tezuka’s speedlines.
We note that the speedline generation technique has a few limitations: (1) it
does not always generate speedlines that “connect” to the moving object appropriately
(e.g., in Figure 6.3(d), the head side of the speedlines is displaced from the object),
and (2) the width of the tail side of the speedline and the width of the head side of the
speedline may not always have a distinguishable difference (e.g., in Figure 6.4(d), the
tail side and the head side of the speedline cluster appear to have the same width).
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this dissertation, we have described three Marching Squares extensions that
can produce better isocontours than standard MS does.
The first extension is Sharp Corner Sensitive Marching Squares (SCS-MS).
SCS-MS focuses on recovering sharp corners in isocontours that standard MS often
misses. It exploits neighboring cells’ contour orientation information and uses that
information to determine whether a sharp corner is likely to occur. Studies done in the
dissertation research found that SCS-MS was better than standard MS at recovering
sharp corners for approximately 80% of the sharp corners in isocontours.
The second extension is Dual Marching Squares (DMS). DMS focuses on recovering curved, smooth isocontours. It forms contours by connecting the midpoints
of contour segments that standard MS produces. Studies done in the dissertation
research found that DMS recovered isocontours with curved features better than
standard MS does. In particular, DMS’s average maximum curvature error is about
7% less than MS’s, and DMS’s average RMSE curvature error is about 2% less than
MS’s.
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The third extension is Fine Feature Sensitive Marching Squares (FFS-MS).
FFS-MS focuses on recovering isocontours that enclose small, narrow areas. It uses an
iterative approach in which it compares the data values estimated from the recovered
contour to the actual data values and then makes adjustments. Studies done in the
dissertation research found that FFS-MS recovered isocontours that enclose small,
narrow areas better than standard MS did. Specifically, FFS-MS was able to recover
almost twice as many fine features as standard MS.
In this dissertation, we have also described a novel automatic speedline generation technique that generates speedlines aimed at mimicking the speedline style of
Osamu Tezuka. Our vision for this speedline generation technique is visualizing isocontours that are moving over time. Studies done in the dissertation research found
that the technique can capture certain essential characteristics of Osamu Tezuka’s
speedline style.
While the results are promising, there are still potential improvements that
could be done as future work. Next, we describe some of the possible future work.

Sharp Corner Sensitive Marching Squares (SCS-MS)
Some possible future work is extending SCS-MS so it can distinguish and recover additional types of corners, such as round corners. Another possible future work
is to combine SCS-MS with DMS and FFS-MS in a way that can allow recognizing
and recovering sharp corners, curved isocontours and small enclosed areas at the same
time. A parallel processing version of SCS-MS is also a possibility for future work.
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Speedlines
There are many possible future investigations involving our speedline generation technique.
First, we could perform user studies to study the similarity between our speedlines and Tezuka’s hand drawn speedlines. For example, one study could ask users
to compare our speedlines and Tezuka’s speedlines side-by-side to see whether they
are similar visually. Another study could present speedlines from multiple manga
comic artists, including Tezuka, and ask users to pick the one that is most similar
visually to our speedlines. Another possibility is to examine how effective our speedlines are in visualizing motions. In that study, users could be presented, side-by-side,
visualizations that have the same object start position and end position, one with
our speedlines and one without speedlines, and could be asked (1) if speedlines help
identify the motion and (2) to identify types of motions.
Another future work related to speedlines could be analyzing the speedline
style of other artists and developing a variant of our technique that can mimic the
speedline style of those other artists.
A final possible future work related to speedlines is attempting to extend our
speedline technique from 2D to 3D so it depicts compound rotations and translations.

Summary
To summarize, this dissertation has presented three Marching Squares extensions that better recover sharp corners, curved isocontours and small enclosed areas
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than standard MS. A speedline generation technique, which has good potential for
nonphotorealistic static motion visualization, has also been presented.
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